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fronting up the workers' report to the readers
We’ve had an extremely busy time lately with several 
overseas visitors passing through Auckland all in the 
space of five days. The visits were initiated by IWY 
Organisor, Rosslyn Noonan, when she visited the Women 
and Politics Conference in Canberra. First to arrive was 
black feminist Socialist Rosemary Brown, a member of 
Parliament in British Columbia. She’d no sooner left than 
Charlotte Bunch and Bertha Harris, two American femin
ists arrived. Charlotte is editor of Quest magazine, a quart
erly publication which aims to assist discussion.and 
thought on feminist issues and developing feminist philo
sophies. Bertha is a novelist and head of women’s studies 
at a New York State University. Both spoke at an evening 
Broadsheet organised at University, where we also display
ed many of the photographs in the photo competition. 
Before Bertha and Charlotte had even left, May Hobbs 
visited Auckland briefly. May organised the Night Clean
ers Union in the U.K. and was instrumental in a strike 
which paralysed the Foreign Office.

We hope to have interviews with all of these women in 
the next few issues to share with you some of their ideas 
and opinions. Charlotte and Bertha, particularly raised a 
lot of issues which we have been thinking about lately, 
e.g.
* the role of leaders in the women’s movement,

* what should our role be in relation to the existing 
power structure,

* the importance of successful women’s institutions to 
the movement, and the role of art as a political tool.

We hope this will provoke some dialogue amongst femin
ists through Broadsheet. We get very few articles submitt
ed to us, yet we are sure there are a lot of women through
out the country who would be capable of writing for us. 
Many womdn appear to lack the confidence to put pen 
to paper. Charlotte told us the same problems were en
countered in America. People who will discuss issues with 
you most articulately freak at the thought of writing 
them down. Charlotte suggests that women with this 
block, tape a discussion with a friend of friends, trans
cribe this, then work from there. A lot of people make 
the mistake of thinking there is one style of writing 
which they must attempt to emulate. Everybody’s style 
is individual, as individual as their speech. Another mis
take, is to think that written language has to be formal 
and pedantic. In fact some of the most readable writers 
write as they talk. You don’t need any special skills to 
write down what you think.

So, dear readers, think seriously about putting some 
thoughts or experiences of yours on paper. You will be 
surprised how much satisfaction you get out of doing it. 
Then, send it to us P.O. Box 47261, Auckland. But, 
please make sure manuscripts are typed with wide spac
ing between lines on one side of paper only.

Most of you will have received a letter with your last 
Broadsheet explaining why it was so late. We’re sorry for 
the delay, which is the first time a Broadsheet has been 
delayed.

Some of you will have heard that Eve magazine is to fold 
shortly. This will leave only Thursday, Women’s Weekly 
and US. As the field narrows down it becomes even more

vital that we keep going. Large newspaper companies 
find it unacceptable to keep on producing a magazine 
without making a substantial profit. Our advantage is 
that we never expect to make anything but a small one. 
However, our present method of operation is becoming 
increasingly difficult for all of us. It is essential that we 
find ways of paying those who work such long hours vol
untarily on the magazine so that they don’t have to work 
such long hours elsewhere to support themselves. We feel 
the standard of the magazine has increased a lot this year 
but this has increased the volume of work considerably. 
We want to keep on getting better but are continually 
held back by our tiredness.

We are also getting more demands on our energies. News
papers ring for press statements from us and people want 
speakers. We would also like to be able to arrange semin
ars and other functions which would encourage the 
growth of the movement. Charlotte told us that Quest 
holds a meeting after every issue where people can come 
and argue the points discussed in that issue. This has 
proved extremely successful. We can see how this would 
be very valuable for the movement.

Ways must be found whereby we can cope more ade
quately with our workload and have some energies to 
spare for new projects.

We are enclosing with this issue a Broadsheet car sticker, 
although this could be put in shop windows or other 
public places. This can be attached with masking tape or 
ordinary paste. Please help us publicise ourselves by putt
ing your sticker up. Contact Val at 68494 for more 
stockers.

On pages 36 and 37 is a follow-up to our subscription 
map of the April issue. This shows you where you can 
get your Broadsheet.

Apology: In the last issue we credited the photo of Joan Simmons to Dianne Cadwalletder - it should have been credited to Joanne King.

We apologise for stating in the last issue that Nan Marks is a New Zealander living in the U.S.A.We later discovered that she has never been to New .Zealand.
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letters
Dear Broadsheet,

I read the latest issue with my usual interest, particularly 
the article on how the magazine was started, how you 
put it together, and the people working on it. You’re 
doing a great job, and I envy you!

Could I make a suggestion? How about a “ Classified 
Ads” page after the style of the back pages of “Ms” 
magazine? Fill it with ads for books, educational courses, 
and feminist products such as jewellery (I’ve been trying 
to buy a women’s equality symbol for some time without 
success), T-shirts, pottery, stationery, buttons etc.

This page could also be an opportunity for feminist 
organisations to advertise where they are for new mem
bers and others interested, and for people who want to 
begin a new group to advertise the fact. One of the 
important things our group learned from the Convention 
was that we lacked knowledge of other feminist groups, 
and we met a number of women from around the country 
who wanted to join or start a group but didn’t know 
how to contact other interested women in their district.
Advertising in the Classified Ads in Broadsheet could be 
a way feminists can make contact with each other - and 
it could be another source of revenue for the magazine, 
as I think most of us would be willing to pay for a small 
ad particularly towards such a good cause!

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely, 
Marjorie Hall

Broadsheet replies : We would be glad to accept Classi
fied Advertising at $1.10 per cm.

Dear Broadsheet:,
As I am still at school I have a part-time job as copy-girl 
in an Auckland city newspaper office on Saturday after
noons finishing at 7pm. My duties include going to 
various shops on errands for the staff. On almost every 
occasion I walk past the Auckland Star printing works 
in Fort Street I am insulted by the male workers who 
stand outside presumably during smoko. Their comments . 
range from the comparatively mild “ Hello Darling” or “ Hey 
you’ve got sexy hair” to “ Look at the bum on her. She’s 
all arse.” To be reasonable, I suppose they should not 
bother me but I must admit, I am not amazed or shocked 
but hurt.
I have had other unpleasant experiences in the course 
of my job. Once I was walking down Queen Street and 
two young men were walking in the opposite direction.
Just as I walked past them one pushed his friend into 
me almost knocking me over. He apologised and blamed 
the one who pushed him and both continued on their 
way laughing gleefully. I don’t think they were drunk.

/
I have been called a tart by a complete stranger in a car 
stationary at traffic lights. Neither my dress nor behav
iour should incite such a derogatory remark. I feel like 
retaliating either physically or verbally but I know if I 
did I would be the one to suffer.
Sometimes I think of looking for another job because of 
these upsetting encounters but I refuse to allow the 
questionable behaviour of the New Zealand male to 
encroach on my personal freedom.
Yours sincerely,
Catherine Farmer

Dear Broadsheet,

Last night’s Star contained an advertisement seek
ing Male Radio N.Z. Commercial Announcers, of whom 
suitable applicants would be trained. From enquiries 
made I learnt that amongst all the R.N.Z. commercial 
stations in the country only about 5 would entertain the 
idea of women announcers.

About a month ago the midday country session of' 
the National Programme asked, over the air, for Male 
rural reporters - cum-interviewers, the qualifications nec
essary being those that applied to either sex.

What is the objection to women as announcers ? I 
should have thought women had the advantage since 
men in general, in my experience, are rather lazy speak
ers.1 As to tone values the Viewpoint team for many years 
have shown how pleasant an attribute a woman’s voice 
can be in any context.

I consider this advertisement highly discriminatory 
and all the worse for being in an organization which is 
such a powerful medium of communication and publicly 
supported both by our licences and our government.

I suggest that if others find it unjust too, they 
should write to Radio N.Z. and the Minister for Broad
casting and tell them so. They won’t care if we don’t 
care.

Yours sincerely,
E. Duff.

Dear Ms Duff,
Your letter of 17 June to the Minister of Broadcasting 
has been referred to me for comment.

Radio New Zealand does not discriminate in any way 
against women. In all areas, including Announcing, 
salary rates and promotional opportunities are ident
ical with those for men, and are measured against 
the same yardsticks of merit.

Although it is widely acknowledged that one of the 
necessary attributes for a successful Announcer 
occurs more frequently in men than in women, because 
it is physiological in origin, selection is always made on



the quality of the voice rather than the sex of the owner. 
Put another way, we have never excluded women from 
Announcing duties. The criterion in our selection has 
always been one of merit. However, recent changes in 
the structure of Broadcasting in New Zealand have 
resulted in some staff movement from radio to both 
Television Corporations. This has left several vacancies 
for male announcers. We have been anxious to fill these 
as quickly as possible and have mounted recruiting 
campaigns in three metropolitan areas. In short, the 
advertisement placed in the “ Auckland Star” on 16 June 
was to meet this particular need. Earlier, in April, we 
conducted another campaign in Auckland and two 
women successfully auditioned. We would be happy to 
see more women successfully audition, but acceptability 
is largely determined by our needs at the time; but not
withstanding this, we are concerned that the issue is one 
of merit, not of sex.

G.R. Sanders 
Acting Director-General

Dear Broadsheet,

The politics of reaction are the natural response of all of 
us who are trying to change the status quo, and they cert
ainly make better copy. But isn’t the Women’s Movement 
now facing a new crisis when we attempt to cope with 
success ?

International Women’s Year is the prime example. This 
year we have a quantum of good-will in the community 
that we’ve never had before, marked by rising subscript
ions for Broadsheet, increased publicity for our ideas, a 
flood of requests for speakers, and supported by a 
Royal Commission to which many of us contributed.
Can we handle it? j
The last Broadsheet' says that the magazine runs at sub
sistence level, and that the Solo Parents’ Centre needs 
money. But these are exactly the kind of projects that 
should qualify for government grants, so why not 
apply? Just because the U.N. has discriminatory hiring 
practices, do we need to spurn the help that is offered 
"this year, and will not be offered again.
International Women’s Year is what we make it in New 
Zealand. This year we can actually help ourselves in 
various ways, as long as we are not actually spiting our 
faces by cutting off our noses, or crying “ tokenism” 
when women reach positions of power.
The big projects - child care centres, health centres, 
drop-in centres, women’s shelters - all these can become 
realities this year.
By all means let’s display our anger at being the second 
sex, but when the chance comes to alleviate some of 
our disabilities this year, let’s for goodness’ sake take 
it.
Yours sisterly,
Jocelyn Harris.

Broadsheet replies: Broadsheet applied for a grant of 
$5,000 from International Women’s Year to assist the 
publication. The Auckland Regional Committee of 
IWY did not endorse our submission and refused to send 
it on to the Committee on Women. However, since we 
had had the foresight to amke a direct application to the 
Committee on Women our submission was considered 
by them and we received a grant of $800 for equipment 
and promotion. The Council for the Single Mother and 
her Child also applied and received $500 to publish a 
revised edition of their booklet.

Dear Broadsheet,
I would hereby like to nominate Jack Stevenson for the 
“Pig of the Year” award.
When your bus stop is unlit there are two things you can 
do: 1) stay on the bus, or 2) get off the bus. When 
staying on the bus you could get off at a lit bus stop, 
but how you go from there Jack doesn’t explain but 
whatever you do, you are asking for trouble.
Or you could stay on until you are the only one left on 
the bus with the bus driver, who, being a male, is a 
potential rapisi. Ergo you are asking for trouble.
When getting off at your unlit bus stop and not being 
met by a male, is like Jack stated: asking for trouble. 
And when being met by a male, i.e. a potential rapist, 
is asking again for trouble.
So what is left?Easy! Ring Jack. Doesn’t cost you even 
four cents. Take the nearest phone, dial the emergency 
number and ask for Jack at the Police Station, who will 
tell you that by ringing him you are asking for trouble.
Adrian Maonen

Dear Editor,
I recently attended the United Women’s Convention and 
found this a most rewarding and challenging experience.
I bought some copies of Broadsheet and have been digest
ing these and other literature since I came home. I am a 
42 year old mother of 5 sons and 3 daughters. I am 
involved in numerous organisations through the children 
and on my own. I have an equal husband, he is himself 
and I am Pat Hogg not Peter Hogg’s wife. I have always 
brought the children up, that all jobs here are equal and 
everyone does whatever needs doing. There is little 
evidence of the Women’s Movement in South Canter
bury except for N.C.W. and I would like to see it grow.
However, I am definitely anti abortion, not because of 
my religion or the size of my family or any other thing 
than that I can’t understand the double-standards that 
your first and subsequent planned children are babies 
from the moment of conception, we talk we plan, think 
of names, he or she. But an unplanned one - is a no no, 
tear it out. How can this be? It’s still a baby.
Now, is there a place for an anti-abortionist in the fem
inist or Women’s Liberation Movement. I sincerely wish 
to subscribe to your magazine, it’s good stuff. We have 
encouraged and got going a discussion group of young 
mothers. There are about 30 members and we usually 
have about 20-25 there every second Wednesday. I 
would like them to see Broadsheet and discuss some of 
your articles, but while I don’t push my anti-abortion 
attitudes down anyone’s throat, I’m not going to 
encourage pro-abortion either. Is your magazine ded
icated to the abortion cause, if so, is this fair. There 
are many women, more since the convention, who are 
now allied to the Women’s Movement, therefore, I 
would hope such a magazine would give all sides.

I am genuine and not just a fanatical anti-abortionist. I 
find because I have a large family I am just written off, 
often as of course, she’d be anti, which is not very fair. 
Since returning from the Convention we have spoken 
to two groups and have two more to go to and have 
done our level best to give all sides of the Convention, not 
just our own, which would, we feel, defeat the purpose. 
Yours sincerely,
Pat Hogg.

Broadsheet replies: You may find the article on Page 14 
helpful in explaining our stand.
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At the risk of becoming tedious, this is yet another editorial about the 
effects of IWY. Who would have thought, ten months ago, that the 
“Women’s Year” could turn out to be so injurious to the cause of 
feminism.

EDITORIAL
The Conservative Conspiracy

During the summer of 73 I, along with committed 
feminists throughout the country, expended a lot of 
energy preparing submissions for the forthcoming hear
ings of the Select Committee on Women’s Rights. On 
sunny days, whilst others basked on the beaches, we 
were writing, typing and duplicating 27 copies of the 
results of our thoughts, arguments and research to try 
and help shape decisions which would effect the future 
lives of New Zealand women.

In the winter of 74, I and the other committed femin
ists went to the Select Committee Hearings, to hear the 
other submissions and present our own. In Auckland, 
this was held at the South Pacific Hotel and a small 
number of chairs were provided for the public to pb- 
serve the proceedings. They were never full.

In the winter of this year, International Women’s 
Year, the government handed back to the women of New 
Zealand the Report of the Select Committee on Women’s 
Rights and said : We want to hear what you think of it. 
We want you to establish your areas of priority. You will 
read in the interview with MP Dorothy Jelicich in this 
issue that she considers the Report is as strong and as 
radical as the submissions were. That for the Report to 
have been more radical the submissions would have had 
to be more radical. In other words, the Report reflects 
the work done on the whole, by committed feminists.

In the winter of this year, a regional seminar was held 
in Auckland to discuss the Report and to report back to 
the Prime Minister. It is apparently not usual for Select 
Committee reports to be handled in this way. Once a 
report comes out it is usual for those who gave the sub
missions to make comments on what they think of the 
report, to suggest improvements and point out areas of 
omission. They after all, were instrumental in its formula
tion. IWY provided the vehicle for something else to 
happen in this instance.

At the Auckland sejminar it was obvious that many of 
the 500 or so women there had little awareness of the 
issues; indeed had been unaware that a Select Committee 
on Women’s Rights had even been held the previous year. 
Most appeared to have not even read the Report. They

were also confused about what they were meant to be 
doing. I spoke to a number of people about what they 
thought of the day and typical comments I got were :

“It’s a wonderful way to learn.”
“I’ve never been to any feminist meetings before. I 

couldn’t afford to go to Wellington for the United Wo
men’s convention. This is really a poor women’s sub- 
s titu i, for the UWC”.

“ It’s not really a feminist thing is it? I wanted to talk 
to people. It’s really friendly and informal.”

So the seminar served as an occasion to raise slightly 
the awareness of women who before International 
Women’s Year had thought feminism a rather shady 
activity.

To organise a seminar for the mass of women to discuss 
the issues raised in the Select Committee’s Report was pro
bably a good way to help encourage discussion and thought 
about feminism. But should a mechanism have been set 
up whereby the decisions of these women should be pass
ed onto the Prime Minister as “What the women of New 
Zealand want” ? These women were learning but at the 
expense of the efforts of those who had been learning 
for years and had a deeper understanding of the issues.
This was reflected in the workshops, many of which 
went right back to discussing whether discrimination 
actually existed at all.

One friend was particularly disgusted to be in a Health 
workshop led by a woman who had been very much 
influenced by the words of Mrs. Augusta Wallace, an 
Auckland lawyer who has recently been appointed the 
first female magistrate in New Zealand and who along 
with three men spoke at the opening function for the 
day. Her attitude was that women’s situation “ is 
women’s fault, not the fault of the system.” She 
believed that there is “equal opportunity in all fields”, 
and that if “ few women rise in prominence it is 
because few women are prepared to put the effort into 
it”. All women needed to do was to “work hard” and 
they could achieve “any position desired”. The classic 
Queen Bee syndrome.
One large workshop I stopped in for a while was disc-
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ussing the most desireable structure for implementing 
the anti-discrimination measures mentioned in the 
Report. Someone in the front row put a motion that 
the recommendations of the Report concerning the 
implementation of equal rights be put into practise with
in ten years. I retorted with two. Yes, two would be 
alright agreed the proposer of the motion! It was apparent 
that almost any radical proposal could have got through 
that workshop, and probably others, because the women 
adhered to no coherent philosophy which would provide 
a basis for them to reject more extreme ideas. Another 
Broadsheet woman at this workshop suggested that any 
proposed legislation should put the onus for proof that 
discrimination had not occurred on the person accused 
of discriminating, not on the individual woman who was 
making the complaint. This suggestion was not discussed 
and we passed on to another subject. Later I brought it 
up again and it was adopted as a recommendation from 
that workshop without argument. It could be argued 
that the women agreed to this suggestion in th4 full 
knowledge of its implications, however I suspect that 
they were really unaware of any other more moderate 
alternatives because their experience of feminism was so 
limited. I can’t believe that women who spent about 

‘an hour debating whether any proposed legislation 
arising from the Report should be concerned with discr
imination only against women or a wider area including 
discrimination on the grounds of sex, race and creed 
were voting on the issues raised in full possession of the 
facts and underlying arguments. This workshop even 
voted on a proposal to include men and women in any 
legislation designed to outlaw discrimination. It didn’t 
lose by much.
These examples of how feminist proposals were pushed 
through by a couple of people in a workshop of 50 
people indicated how easy it would have been to have 
manipulated most of the workshops so that the prop
osals coming out of them were more in line with the 
goals we are working towards. This raises another point 
of contention. There are a lot of people in the move
ment who regard themselves as feminists and radical 
feminists. They tend to be disparaging of the efforts of 
others, particularly more conservative organisations such 
as NOW. Where were they? I felt this was an occasion 
which every concerned feminist should have attended to 
try and influence the tone of the recommendations. It 
is all very well to boycott conservative functions where 
you can’t see any useful result coming from them or 
where the aims are actually inimicable to your own. But 
where the outcome is going to effect the future policies 
of government for years, it was dangerous to stay away.
It was boring. It was frustrating. But sometimes we 
have a duty to participate in such functions to protect 
our own interests.
When the leaders of the different workshops reported 
back they displayed a great range of attitudes and fem
inist awareness. Some proposals were along the right 
lines. Many were astounding in their sexism, naivety, 
and in one case, racism.

That women be trained and paid to care for 4 or 5 
children in their own homes. (Child Care)
That women should keep a scrap book at home to keep 
up to date on current issues. (Women in Public Bodies)
That no discrimination existed in Accident Compensation 
legislation against women. (Women, the Home, and the 
Family).
That a benefit for mothers not be called a wage as it 
destroys the ego of the father. (Women, the Home, and 
the Family).
That it is counter productive to outlaw sexist advertising. 
(Women, the Home and the Family)
That suburban neurosis did exist. (Health).
That Polynesian women entering the country be trained 
as child care helpers so they could work in child care 
centres, and as home aids. This would raise their status 
and give them a skill. (Employment). '
That maternity leave be unpaid otherwise it would dis
criminate against women in the home. (Employment).

These regional seminars are the most striking example we 
have had so far of what, it is clear, is the greatest danger 
in having an International Women’s Year.
When Alvin Toffler visited New Zealand last year he 
called the women’s movement the most important move
ment of the decade. It may ultimately be regarded as the 
most important movement ever. I believe it has the most 
promising basis for becoming so; 50% of the world’s pop
ulation is oppressed. The whole system from internat
ional institutions to the local school committee is based 
on patriarchy. The type of transport system we have, 
our mode of rubbish disposal, the way the goods we 
buy are marketed: every aspect of our lives is governed 
by the rules of patriarchy, and supported by the masc- 
ulist value system.
So when we buy a fast sportscar or a shirt wrapped in 
many layers of plastic or cardboard or wear a poppy on 
Anzac day, we are performing a political action which 
bolsters up the patriarchy.
As you become more committed to a feminist philo
sophy and revolution, it becomes harder to function 
within patristic society. It actually becomes physically 
painful to watch TV or go to a party or sit in the pub 
or read a magazine.
In the early days of my feminist'involvement I was one 
night watching a TV documentary on North Sea ga*
“I suppose you’re thinking how few women are involved 
in its production” the man I was with said bitterly.
My blood pressure can still zoom watching people going 
to church. I think about what the Christian church has 
done to women over hundreds of years. I think of the 
sexist structure of church heirarchy. I think that this is 
the institution which makes marriage a sacrament, Which 
opposes abortion and homosexuality, which promul



gates the virtues of female chastity, virginity, modesty 
and obedience.
Now when you reach this stage of feminist awareness, for 
the sake of your own sanity, you must contemplate one 
of three courses of action. You can reject feminism, 
partially or altogether because it threatens the values on 
which your life is built. This involves stopping thinking. 
You can opt out and retreat into an all female commun
ity and build a life-style based on feminine principles.
Or you can develop a schizophrenic personality to 
enable you to function within the system at a level 
acceptable to yourself.
This means you ration your feminist rage. Give it full 
throttle when the occasion most demands it: the rest of 
the time you put it into neutral or lower gear.
When you’ve learned to cope and keep on fighting in 
this way, you become a threat to the system. You see 
that all the other evils of our society - war, exploitation 
of the environment, racism etc - are caused by the 
patriarchy it is based on, so you concentrate all your 
woman-energy on fighting the root causes.
That is why for some of us, working through the system 
is idealogically impossible. To participate in the very 
system which we despise and oppresses us is an anae- 
thema.

The potential for change in collective woman-anger is 
deeply threatening to patristic society. The very found
ations of the patriarchy would do well to shake with 
fear. We must accept that they are quivering already.
The patriarchy can handle the threat in two ways; stomp 
on it, which is the most comfortable modus operandi in 
openly fascistic regimes like Portugal. Or subvert it 
which is the favourite tactic in “ democratic” states like 
the US.
There is strong evidence coming out of the States today 
that the CIA has set up conservative feminist bodies 
with tame feminists heading them to firstly dilute the 
message of the radicals and secondly induce conservative 
women to become involved, make no attempt to rad
icalise them and thus provide and acceptable and 
moderate outlet for their energies. This ensures that 
they will not become angry women. These are the wo
men who will be given the patriarchy’s official seal of 
approval. They will be granted a few mild reforms to 
make them feel as if they’re getting somewhere. They 
will think that there’s is the right way of going about 
changing society and thus they will divorce themselves, 
from the radicals who will actually be threatening to 
their own goals since unwittingly they will have adopted 
those of the patriarchy.

I think we’ve got to see IWY in this light. And much as 
I despise the whole lamentable institution, it is of sig
nificance that we must be regarded as a very serious 
threat for them to take the trouble to set up such a pond
erous and expensive structure. Actual confrontation 
may be closer than we had realised. 1975 may be the 
year they were trying to buy us off. 1976 may be the 
year the swords are drawn.
The effectiveness of this manoevour can be seen in New 
Zealand where IWY has drawn peripherally into the 
movement hundreds of “respectable” women, many 
already integrally involved in the power structure, and 
new structures have been instituted to handle and 
control them, along traditional patristic lines.
And as the ultimate in manipulation some of these 
conservative organisations of women have been trying 
to woo more radical women and persuade them to

moderate their demands since they threaten the accept
ance of their own. Our ends are all the same, they say, 
it is in your best interests to let us fight for it our way. 
Take for example the issue of child care. The conserv
atives want child care so that housewives can make a 
trip to the hairdresser without the burden of children, 
or, as came out of the Auckland seminar, so that solo 
mothers can work and not be on a benefit.
Radicals want twenty-four hour free child-care centres as 
of right so that the state assumes ultimate responsibility 
for children, and so that no group of people becomes 
oppressed because it is responsible for the care of 
their young. So the concept of child-care may embrace 
a number of different and opposing attitudes towards 
it. The former group, the conservatives, would accept 
a limited child care policy, with payment for services, 
a means test for potential users and a limited distrib
ution throughout the community.
As a result of the structures set up during IWY the 
government, whenever it wants to find out “what the 
women of New Zealand want” can go to the Committee 
on Women or the IWY regional committees and get the 
answers it wants. It can ignore “ the lunatic fringe” and 
get more comfortable responses. IWY was tailor made 
to cope with the Report of the Select Committee.
It is not enough to argue, as some do, that the reports 
from the regional seminars will be lost in the limbo 
of bureaucracy and do no damage. The reports do 
exist; an official channel was set up whereby they would 
be accessible to the Prime Minister. How can we guaran
tee that he will not use the recommendations in those 
reports to justify some modifications of the Select 
Committee’s Report on the grounds that “it is not what 
the women of New Zealand want”? The Auckland 
regional seminar came out against paid maternity leave. 
This was one of the most unequivocal recommendations 
in the Select Committee Report. But is it what the 
women of New Zealand want?

Sandra Coney
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fem inist diary
July 31st: At a meeting of the Wellington W.E.L.,
Mr Muldoon urged women not to crusade and wave 
banners in “ the cause of nebulous feminism”. He was 
criticized for failing to give a clear indication of his 
thinking on social issues and particularly those concern
ing women.
August 1st: “The Equal Pay Act is being used only to 
implement award rates. Most men are getting above the 
award rates. They only have to earn above $102.65 a 
week to opt out of the union ... that ours is an 87% 
female union speaks for itself...” says Auckland Clerical 
Workers Union Industrial Organizer, Mr Tom Morrow.
He stated that “...the act has no teeth ... we need entry 
into wages books to be able to say if equal pay is being 
implemented - and that is a privilege only powerful 
unions like the Northern Drivers Union have; no female 
oriented union has it.”
In the meantime, Mr Morrow awaits the report of the 
Equal Pay Review Committee. His national union sub
mitted that men tended to get above award wages, with 
women held to award rates, even in the same establish
ment and doing the same work.
August 2nd:
Auckland groups have been granted $6300.00 of the 
$8300.00 allocated yesterday for local projects from 
I.W. Y. funds. The major grant of $4,000 has gone to 
Halfway House; $1,000 to Photo-Forum Inc (to compile 
an anthology of photographs by New Zealand women); 
$800 to Broadsheet; and $500 to the Council for the 
Single Mother and her Child - for publication of a revised 
edition of its advice booklet.
August 5th:
The Auckland branch of NOW has voted overwhelmingly 
in favour of abortion after three years of neutrality on the 
issue. The vote was taken by a postal ballot of the 
members.
A contestant in the Mr Australia quest was disqualified 
from the male beauty contest yesterday - for being an 
unmarried father. The quest is a national university 
satire on the more usual beauty contest.
August 9th: The Auckland City Council is to look at 
the possibility of establishing a women’s centre in* 
Auckland City. Mrs S. J. Ross told the cultural activit
ies and property committee that women’s organisations 
needed a hall that would seat 200-500 people, have a 
creche, day-care centre, a family cafeteria, rest rooms, 
exhibition rooms and club rooms. The committee 
decided to ask the city architect to see whether the 
women’s requirements could be met with alterations 
to the Ellen Melville Hall, in the proposed civic centre 
or at another location.
August 13th: Anti-feminist Mrs G.C.P.A. Wallace has 
been appointed the first woman stipendiary magistrate 
in New Zealand. Mrs Wallace was admitted to the Bar 
in 1954, and is a principal in a South Auckland law 
firm. She stated: “ I realised that my appointment could 
become a point for extreme women’s liberation, which 
I find personally distasteful”.

August 16th: Joanne Little was acquitted on charges of 
murder, after a five week trial in Raleigh, N.C., today.
She killed a jailer in the Beaufort County Jail with an 
ice-pick after he attempted to rape her.
August 19th: Because High School teacher Jan Rivers 
happens to be a woman, and because her husband, Lewin 
is not “ incapacitated”, the State Services Commission 
won’t help with removal costs for the family and house
hold goods from Feilding to her new post at Kaitaia.
For the past two-and-a-half years her husband has been 
a “house-husband” minding their daughter and studying 
full-time at Massey University.
Mr P. Munn of the Department of Education in Palm
erston North says, “There is discrimination. The present 
rules regard the spouse as the breadwinner. Where a 
family exercises its option and says the traditional sit
uation should be reversed, we haven’t amended the rules.” 
Ailgust 21st: A new organisation to help women distressed 
by pregnancy has been formed in Auckland - most of the 
executive being members of SPUC. Known as “pregnancy ' 
Help” it aims to provide legal and medical services - and a 
range of support and reference services. Although launched 
by SPUC, the agency stresses its autonomy and lack of 
political motivation. The liaison officer, SPUC executive 
member, Mrs Nina Barry-Martin (who swore affidavits 
which were partly responsible for police raids on the 
Auckland Medical Aid Centre) emphasises the service is 
a right-to-life, anti-abortion organisation. “It will EVEN 
help them get an abortion if they want one ... We are not 
a judgemental group.”

August 22nd: A  jury in the Supreme Court at Auckland 
could not agree last night on a verdict in the trial of 
Dr James Woolnough on twelve charges of abortion.
Mr Justice Speight ordered a new trial and discharged 
the jury.
August 25th: Man-eating sharks have earned their name, 
since they eat 10 times more men than women, according 
to a study made at the San Diego Marine Life Centre.
Dr Scott Johnson said that the sharks might attack because 
men secrete a hormone which provokes aggressive behav
iour in sharks (!!!).
August 29th: Air New Zealand will now let suitably 
senior hostesses become senior stewards if they complete 
forty flights working in the galley. Until now hostesses 
have not had equal opportunity with the men in the 
cabin crew, and have been held at hostess level.
'Die Auckland Zoo is advertising for women keepers. “We 
have been trying to get women in these jobs for years,” 
said the secretary at the Zoo “up to now the zoo has not 
had facilities for female staff.”
August 30th: Mt Eden resident Marie Smith, presented 
MP Mike Moore with a 4113-name petition criticizing 
his opposition to abortion law reform. Mr Moore said 
the petition would probably be presented to Parliament 
on Tuesday.

September 1: The Auckland Medical Aid Centre reopened 
today at Aotea Hospital in Epsom.

I



WOOLNOUGH
One man being tried: but on his fate hinges the 
future of all New Zealand women. A factor that 
somehow seemed rather removed from the actual 
goings-on in the court.

A wet Monday in August. A few 
demonstrators were there. Street 
theatre which most of us missed. Lots 
of ideas to draw attention to the need 
to “defend Dr Woolnough” but no-one 
with the necessary energy - as usual. 
W.O.N.A.A.C. is good at distributing 
pamphlets but they do not seem to be 
able to attract the crowds. S.P.U.C. 
supporters - all male - we note - stand 
alongside of us. They are there, they 
say, because they could not let us get 
all the publicity. They wave placards 
“honk for life” - and are responsible 
for at least three near accidents on 
busy Waterloo Quadrant.

Inside the Courtroom - the jury had 
been selected. Ten men and two women 
who elected a woman - to lead them.
The men bulldog like, heavy middle
men. Our hearts sank. What is their 
attitude towards abortion?
The Court setting was designed to 
inject fear into us all. Doctor Wool
nough sat calmly through the proc
eedings and witnesses braved it through 
the theatrics of the prosecution. We 
knew justice must win in the end, but 
would that be this time?

The twelve women patients whose 
cases had been hand-picked by the pol
ice after their raid on the Auckland 
Medical Aid Centre, testified from their 
A.M.A.C. files. The prosecution called 
its expert witness, anti-abortionist 
Associate-Professor Green. That his 
moral convictions on abortion clearly 
colour his ability to testify impartially 
becomes evident. We are hopeful after 
that.
The defence calls the Director of the 
Centre. Procedures - medical and coun
selling - are outlined, then Dr James 
Woolnough explains his procedure.
The afternoon of the third day is taken 
up with the consulting doctors. The 
pendulum swings our way, their way, 
our way. A heavy question - we tense - 
it’s O.K
Watching this trial was a strange exper
ience. Save the two women jurors, all 
the actors were male. Sometimes what 
we saw was a delicate logical debate of 
the legal points involved. A detached, 
non-emotional, cold display of male 
gamesmanship. They said they were 
trying Dr Woolnough. However the 
pawn was not just him, but all the

women of New Zealand - all women 
who experience the despair of contra
ceptive problems, failures, ill advice, 
mistakes and forgotten pills. It was 
the trial of all women who want to en
joy their sexuality, and who do not 
want to pay the penalty of motherhood, 
any or all of the time. The sudden real
isation that the cold, impartial power 
play in front of us would affect more 
than half of New Zealand’s population 
was a painful experience. At these 
times I was full of hate for those who 
forced us to endure it, and for the 
actors playing it out.
Professor Bonham, Head of Graduate 
School of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 
Auckland University, attached to Nat
ional Women’s Hospital, pointed out 
that a young woman’s extreme fear of 
her father’s reaction to her pregnancy 
should concern any doctor considering 
termination. He recalled a case where 
a woman, in those circumstances, con
cealed a pregnancy, and got no prenatal 
treatment. Resulting medical compli
cations at birth caused the woman’s 
death. Asked the prosecution’s lawyer 
— “but what other evidence do you 
have of mental ill health on the record?”
That withdrawing the availability of 
abortion to women is a means of con
trolling us, was implicitly acknowledged 
when the Crown prosecutor suggested 
that the public hospitals erred on the 
side of generosity to women requesting 
termination. Women have little choice



in whether we conceive or not, and 
little choice in whether, once pregnant, 
we bear the child or not. It seems the 
only choice (and we do not always have 
this either) is whether to have sexual 
intercourse or not. And the answer 
appears to be not to. I rather suspect 
that this is what S.P.U.C. intends.
The law regarding abortion as it stands 
in statute in New Zealand appears in 
section 182-187 of the Crimes Act, 
1961.

The prosecution charged that Dr Wool- 
nough contravened Section 183 - all 
charges of abortion are brought under 
this section.

Section 183 Procuring Abortion by 
Drug/Instrument
(1) Everyone is liable to imprison
ment for a term not exceeding 14 
years who, with intent to procure the 
miscarriage of any woman or girl, 
whether she is with child or not —

(a) Unlawfully administers or causes 
to be taken by her any poison or any 
drug or any noxious thing; or
(b) Unlawfully uses on her any in
strument.

(2) The woman or girl shall not be char
ged as party to an offence against this 
section.

A British decision in the Case R.V. 
Bourne (1938) held that abortion was 
lawful if continuation of the pregnancy 
would result in'the woman’s becoming 
“a physical or mental wreck”. Later 
cases in Australia fciave defined “life of 
the mother” to mean physical or men
tal wellbeing, and depend for interpret
ation on a definition of mental health.
The case for the defence rested upon the 
fact that
(a) Dr Woolnough did not unlawfully 
procure an abortion, and 

,(b) that he did honestly believe that 
in procuring an abortion, he did so to 
protect the physical and/or mental 
life of the woman.
Some people feel that the law on abort
ion is vague; Justice Speight conducting 
the case, denied this. What does seem 
to be unclear is how far some people 
expect a woman to suffer and exhibit 
signs of “madness” before they can be 
convinced that a woman’s mental 
health is in danger. It depends of course 
on your moral view of abortion and 
which life you value most - the wom
an’s or the foetus’s.
On the afternoon of the fourth day the 
judge summed up. It was an inadequate 
summing up. It focussed on the pros
ecution’s case, and drew attention to 
the evidence of its key witnesses, but 
largely ignored those of the defence.
The judge seemed to be particularly

upset at the statement of one of the 
clinic consulting doctors, that adoption 
was “handicapping”. The doctor had 
been asked by the judge to clarify 
what she meant by “inability to cope 
with the baby”. She explained that 
this referred to the carrying of the 
pregnancy to term, as well as to 
caring for the child once born. The 
judge suggested that adoption might 
be an alternative; the doctor answered 
that adoption could be “handicapping.” 
She was not given the opportunity to 
explain the very valid basis for this 
opinion but obviously her statement 
was taken very personally by the judge 
who referred to this doctor in derog
atory terms in his summing up and led 
him to remark “ Dr Nash said that 
adoption could be handicapping for 
the child; What about the handicap of 
not being bom at all.” *
He seemed only concerned about the 
ability of the mother to withstand the 
rigours of the pregnancy, outside, as he 
stressed, the “normal dangers” of preg
nancy. The effect on the mother of 
adoption or compulsory motherhood 
was not sufficient reason for termin
ation.
The judge would also have had us 
believe that Dr Hunton had set up the 
clinic with the most ethical procedures, 
and that Dr Woolnough did not live up 
to Dr Hunton’s high ideals in the pro
cedures which he followed, which he 
suggested were “sloppy” and “casual”.
Fortunately the jury did not agree with 
the judge. They could not agree with 
each other either. At just after 8pm on 
the fourth day, the jury returned to 
announce that they could not reach a 
unanimous decision, and almost cert
ainly never would be able to. The jury 
was then discharged.
A new trial has been ordered. Under 
criminal law, a person can go through

\

three trials, but only three, if any jury 
is unable to reach a unanimous verdict 
The other possibility is that the pros
ecution could drop the charges. The 
jury’s decision seems to accurately 
reflect the mood of New Zealanders 
over the issue of abortion. The quest
ion should be handed over to Parlia
mentary procedure not to the Courts.
A national referendum may be one 
answer. Liberalisation of the abortion 
laws must come soon. Whatever the 
moralising about violent means of pop
ulation control, and comparisons of 
Nazi mentality, the fact remains that 
abortion has always been a universal, 
last ditch means of population control. 
And whether some religious groups 
recognise it or not, the problem of pop
ulation numbers is the biggest facing 
this world.

FOOTNOTE: In the foyer of the 
Court awaiting Dr Woolnough’s release 
on bail, we talked to a young female. 
She is an ardent supporter of S.P.U.C., 
the anti-abortion group. She told us 
that friends (also S.P.U.C. supporters) 
had had pregnancy terminations at the 
Auckland Medical Aid Centre, and 
that if she got pregnant, she would too. 
It seems that these women have the 
local priest absolve their sins at con
fession the next day. Dr Hunton con
firms that not a few S.P.U.C. people 
have been through the clinic and in the 
last six months 13.5% of the patients 
have been Roman Catholics. In the 
first six months, this was 19.6%
We do not hear about this side of
S.P.U.C.’s hypocracy, neither does the 
public hear about general practitioners 
who perform abortions and find it is 
the most rewarding part of their jobs. 
To be able to ensure the life of a wo
man does mean a lot to some of us.

Julie Thompson.



Babies for Burning
The book, “Babies for 
Burning”, has been used by 
anti-abortionists in Britain 
to try and bring about more 
restrictive abortion laws. 
Investigation shows it to be 
mainly fabrication.

“BABIES FOR BURNING”
The Facts Revealed By The London 
Sunday Times.

If you have been reading Sunday papers 
or listening to the Woolnough Debate 
in Parliament, you may have heard 
mentioned or read extracts from a 
book called “Babies for Burning” by 
two so-called freelance journalists, 
Michael Litchfield and Susan Kentish. 
The book first appeared in December 
after “ months” of investigation and 
has been brandished about with great 
relish by SPUC, and taken for gospel 
by many anti-abortionists. But now it 
has been exposed for what it - a 
piece of “horror mongering” - by the 
London Sunday Times in a special 
report by a team of journalists based 
in London and New York. The report 
states that although Litchfield and 
Kentish say they are unbiased, in fact 
their stance was definitely anti-abort- 
ionist.
Kentish alleges that she approached 
seven pregnancy testing agencies; they 
declared her pregnant and referred her 
to private and charitable abortion 
clinics. In the course of this, four doc
tors had declared her pregnant and an 
abortion had been offered without any 
serious attempt to discover whether 
her grounds were justifiable under the 
1967 Abortion Act.
In the book Litchfield and Kentish 
make the sensational statement that 
an unnamed doctor had confessed to 
them that he had aborted at least four 
“babies” so late that it had been mur
der, and that this same doctor had 
agreed to sell these foetuses to Litch
field for making soap.
As English MPs (in particular James 
White, who is seeking to tighten up the 
1967 law) appeared to be using the 
book as their sole source of knowledge,

(which is also happening in N.Z.) it 
prompted the London Sunday Times 
reporters to investigate. They found 
that the allegations made by Litch
field and Kentish were not sustained 
by evidence and said their book should 
be read with the greatest scepticism.
False Credentials

Firstly, Litchfield’s credentials were 
found to be false. He said he had been 
educated at Boston University, had run 
the Life Magazine Bureau in Miami and 
Nassau in 1966-67, and had won the 
Pulitzer Prize for exposing the mafia in 
the Bahamas.
The files of the US Immigration Central 
Records Department in Washington 
disclosed that Litchfield was English 
born and entered America on October 
9 1966 on a “visitor on business” visa, 
a category that does not allow study at 
an American university or work on a 
newspaper. Professor J. Hohenberg, 
administrator of the Pulitzer Prize, 
stated that Litchfield had never won 
the prize. Life magazine files have no 
record of him in Miami or Nassau.
These checks were necessary, as cred
entials weighed heavily with the pub
lishers, the Serpentine Press - a small 
firm started in 1973 by Alan Learmouth. 
He said “We knew it would be a sens
ation and if we were to loose any legal 
battle we’d go bankrupt.” Litchfield 
produced the manuscript in ten days.

Pregnancy Tests
Secondly, the foundation of Litch
field’s inquiry was the false pregnancy 
tests by seven agencies testing Kentish’s 
urine. The problem was to test the 
reliability of the test. Kentish states 
in the book that she was given a preg
nancy test by her own doctor which 
was negative before they started shop
ping for abortion. This was not correct. 
She has subsequently stated that

although she and Litchfield started 
their rounds of the clinics on January 
16, she did not see her own doctor 
until January 21. She then had a preg
nancy test which was negative, and 
was retested again with a negative 
result at the end of the inquiry. On 
February 27 however, Kentish once 
more returned to her GP Dr Gillian 
Upjohn and asked to be referred to a 
consultant gynaecologist. She went 
and saw a Dr Alan Driscoll who told 
her she was not pregnant and never 
had been. According to accepted med
ical opinion, any doctor would find it 
difficult to be siire one way or another. 
Litchfield and Kentisn are thus accus
ing seven agencies of deliberately fals
ifying the results of a pregnancy test on 
the basis of urine samples which Dr 
Driscoll warned were neither checked 
by an independent witness nor passed 
on the agencies’ premises.
Thirdly, a more complex problem was 
posed by one Dr Malcolm Ridley, who 
was quoted in “Babies for Burning” as 
saying, " I have been to labour wards 
and taken babies away from their 
mothers while their husbands have been 
pacing wondering whether they are 
going to have a boy or a girl. While they 
have been clutching a bunch of flowers 
we’ve been dropping them in the incin
erator.” He also stated other “babies” 
were not killed but sold for experiments 
and afterwards “put down”.
But there is no record of a Dr Ridley 
licensed to practise in Massachusetts: 
the American Medical Association has 
no record. When no-one could find Dr 
Ridley, Litchfield said that he could 
have used a false name, but that he had 
checked up on him quite thoroughly. 
Where was he? Who was he?

Foetuses For Soap

Finally, the charge of murdering babies 
for soap. Litchfield claims that he 
posed as a manufacturer and persuaded 
the man to sell him aborted foetuses to 
be rendered down. The doctor was 
reported as saying, “ One morning I had 
four of them lined up crying their 
heads off. I hadn’t time to kill them 
there and then”.
Litchfield claims he has this interview 
on tape. In a letter to the Times on 
February 3 1975 he offered authorities 
access to the tape recordings and the 
documented evidence. Scotland Yard 
and the Department 6f Health say they 
have not been offered anything. Chief 
Inspector Tilley began to try and get 
in touch with Litchfield, but had great 
difficulty in finding him. Learmouth



of the Serpentine Press says the tapes 
and transcript were given to the police, 
but Tilley denied having them.
They also made allegations that many 
doctors doing abortions hhd Nazi symp
athies, based on the reading matter 
found in the doctor’s waiting room. 
Both the Weiner Library (the greatest 
repository of fascist literature in Brit
ain) and the National British Library 
had no record of the titles Litchfield 
quoted.
The doctor named by Litchfield was 
.interviewed by the reporters. He was

old and deaf and said that Litchfield 
posed as a man wanting foetal tissue 
for research into cancer and transplant 
biochemistry. The doctor told Litch
field that he would have to get the 
sanction of the Health Department and 
asked Litchfield to send along his 
biochemist to discuss the specific 
research project. At no time was there 
a question of payment.

Only the playing of the tape will re
solve the dispute. In its absence, it is 
worth reporting that the doctor was 
a Jew and lost his wife and son in

Auschwitz and was himself imprisoned 
in Dachau and Buchenwald - hardly a 
fascist sympathiser.
In WONAAC’s opinion, this book is 
an attempt to “exploit” an already 
highly emotional area. Why then 
should this particular cheap horror 
story be taken for the truth by the 
law makers of this country?

Rowan Cunningham

W.O.N.A.A.C.
newsletter

SPUC’s Spending Spree
Overheard on the radio recently: that 
the Society for the Protection of the 
Unborn Child plans to spend $40,000 
on presenting its case to the Royal 
Commission on Contraception, Steri
lization and Abortion. Part of the 
money will be spent on bringing “over
seas experts” to testify before the 
Commission, and part on hiring two 
lawyers to prepare submissions.
Digging deep into my empty pockets, 
two thoughts occurred to me. Firstly, 
where does all that lovely loot come 
from, and secondly, does money make 
right, or what are we going to do about 
it?
Subscriptions for S.P.U.C. are $1 per 
person, $2 per family and $5 per 
group. The $40,000 S.P.U.C. is spend
ing on submissions to the Commission 
are far from being the limits of its 
financial outlay. Its propaganda is 
expensive and expertly handled. To 
quote the words of a schoolgirl asked 
to do a project on a New Zealand pres
sure group: “ When I wrote to them it 
took less than a week for them to send 
back leaflets and newsletters. I did not 
even have to send a stamped addressed 
envelope, and I received a wad full of 
the Society’s leaflets, stickers, bi
monthly newsletters, posters & book
lets (one with 30c. on i t ) ... All counted 
I had over 14 leaflets.” Some of these 
leaflets contain large, expensively- 
printed, full-colour glossy photographs 
of late abortions.

As well as this postal propaganda ser
vice S.P.U.C. manages to finance quar
ter, half and full-page newspaper advert
isements which cost hundreds of dollars. 
It pays for speaking tours by overseas 
visitors and runs an office. It seems un
likely that subscriptions alone account 
for S.P.U.C.’s obvious wealth. Despite its 
denials of strong links with the Catholic 
Church, one needs a very vigorous imag
ination if one supposes that such a 
large amount of money appears freely, 
without being actively solicited. Al
though a number of S.P.U.C.’s patrons 
belong to the (almost exclusively masc
uline) upper-income bracket, being 
Professors, Doctors and Archbishops, 
it is unlikely that their personal donat
ions, substantial though they could aff
ord to make them, could provide a 
regular income on such a scale. Until 
S.P.U.C. is prepared to make public the 
source of its finances, we must rely on 
the logical assumption that this money 
is being solicited via an institution whose 
members are likely to be sympathetic 
to the aims of S.P.U.C. and amenable, 
especially when pressured by those 
above them, to financing those aims.
That institution is obviously the Church, 
and especially the Catholic Church. 
According to figures published in the 
N. Z. Listener recently, which were 
taken from the 1971 census, there are 
450,000 Roman Catholics in New Zea
land. Even given that the majority of 
these have only stated a religion for 
census purposes, as most New Zealanders

seem to, and are “ Christmas and Good 
Friday” Christians rather than regular 
church-goers, that still leaves an ample 
number to finance pressure groups 
which promote their Church’s doctrine, 
such as S.P.U.C.
A large number - but still a minority in 
national terms. New Zealand is a sec
ular state, which has always tolerated a 
variety of religious opinions. Let us 
hope that the Commission will realise 
that money does not make a minority 
into a majority, and that in a demo
cracy dollars shouldn’t make decisions.
So what can you and I do, given that 
we don’t have the bread to spend on 
jetting “overseas experts” hither and 
thither, or to hire lawyers to express 
our opinions in correct “legalese” ? 
Well, we belong here and we know the 
place and the people, and plain English 
will do. All we need is a piece of paper 
and the time to state OUR views on 
contraception, sterilisation and abort
ion - and get our friends to do the 
same. For the 4 cents it costs each of 
us to mail our opinions we may well 
give the Commission more facts and 
sense than S.P.U.C. can muster with 
$40,000 worth of “experts” . So get 
that piece of paper out now and send 
your views off to the Royal Comm
ission on Contraception, Sterilisation 
and Abortion, c/o Private Bag, Well
esley St, Auckland. 1. Do it!

Christine Dann

Right to Life Hysteria Outside Aotea
Hospital
Overseas, opponents of abortion 
in countries wnich have recently 
liberalised tneir abortion laws, 
are employing more hysterical

and anti-social tactics to try ana 
force a reversion to the previous 
restrictive situation. A similar 
pattern is appearing in New 
Zealand.

Within hours of the reopening of the

Auckland Medical Aid Centre on 
September 5, at its new premises at 
Aotea Hospital, a group of demon
strators had arrived on the footpath 
outside the hospital. They set them
selves up with a New Zealand flag at 
half-mast and a small white coffin, 
decorated with daffodils and a cross.



The protestors consisted mainly of 
young men; a few middle-aged women 
joined later. At first it was stated on 
news broadcasts that the group was 
from Pregnancy Help, a SPUC organ
isation set up to help women with 
unwanted pregnancies. Spokeswo
man Nina Barry-Martin has previously 
asserted that Pregnancy Help would 
“even refer women for abortions”. 
(Pregnancy Help has actually been in 
operation for three years, according to 
the Catholic newspaper “ The Tablet”).
Perhaps the group didn’t come from 
Pregnancy Help, or perhaps SPUC real
ised that it had made a political blunder 
which would totally destroy the already 
shaky credibility of Pregnancy Help. 
Statements were made saying that the 
motley crew in Ranfurly Road was 
not affiliated to Pregnancy Help; it 
was stated that they were “concerned 
individuals” . It was interesting to note 
that on Wednesday the group was 
showing a placard to women entering 
the hospital saying “ Help”. The 
mother of a patient retorted when this 
was brandished at her daughter “We’ve 
just left the only place that’s going to 
give us any help.”
The activities of the protestors were 
frightening since they were both fana
tical and aggressive. Their actions 
seemed to be the result of uncontrolled 
emotionalism, not of rational decision. 
Patients were accosted with comments 
such as “ It’s not going to hurt me,”

KIDSARUS
I seem to spend most of my life at 
meetings, but the other night I went to 
a slightly different kind of meeting. The 
people at this meeting weren’t planning 
yet another seminar or public meeting 
or fundraising campaign. They had a 
very practical goal.

The group of seven women present are 
part of a women’s collective called 
KIDSARUS, which has formed in Well
ington with the aim of writing, illust
rating and publishing “books for the 
liberation of young children from sex- 
stereotyped behaviour and role models”. 
They, like many other people, had be
come aware of the inadequate and often 
damaging material available for young 
children learning to read. They had 
read and in some cases helped to com
pile submissions on sex stereotyping 
in children’s readers which were pres
ented to the Parliamentary Select 
Committee on Women’s Rights last 
year.
They had watched their young child
ren decide for themselves that certain 
books were “bad”.

and (to a young Maori woman) “ I 
wouldn’t have thought a Maori would 
have gone there.” One jumped on the 
back of a staff member’s daughter’s car. 
A woman from a neighbouring house 
who came up to speak to them had a 
lighted cigarette butt thrown at her as 
she walked away. The protesters had 
set themselves up in full view of the 
waiting room window and pulled faces 
at the patients. The daughters of a 
neighbour were told “ Don’t go near 
that place. That’s the murder house.”
The demonstration was timed to end 
at Thursday lunchtime. During that 
morning their activities became even 
more hostile and frenzied. Men lay on 
the footpath, blocking it to passers-by. 
A woman with a rosary swinging from 
her waistband tried to prevent cars 
coming into the driveway.

I became fearful they would attempt 
something more drastic as midday got 
closer. Patients reported that they 
saw some of the protesters in the hosp
ital grounds and when it began to rain 
a group of them sheltered on the porch 
at the front door of the hospital.
In theatre during an operation the staff 
reacted nervously when a long wail 
like a siren sounded from the room 
next door. After a few tense moments 
one of the nurses realised it was a 
timing device on the new steriliser.
I wasn’t the only one who thought it 
was the fire alarm. I had been frantic

‘ ‘Come here, 
Vienna, ” 
said John.

4‘Girls cook, 
boys get 

the firewood. ’’
“ Yes, Vienna, 
you’re a girl 

and girls cook,” 
said Richard

Reprinted from the 
Ready to Read Series,

New Zealand Department o f Education.

ally trying to remember what the fire 
drill notice had said about procedure 
for theatre staff when fire broke out 
and an operation was in progress.
When the demonstrators began to rit
ually wind up I wondered: Could they 
just quietly pack up and fade away?
Or would they have to do something 
more violent as a finale.
A group of them formed a circle and 
held hands; a priest led prayers. They 
all crossed themselves. The flag was 
lowered and a hymn was sung while 
four people hem tne comers of the 
flag. More crossing of breasts. They 
hung around for a little while but 
gradually they drifted away, packed 
their things in cars and left.
It’s difficult to comprehend how people 
ostensibly so concerned for “life” 
should be so inhumane and insensitive 
to the feelings of those who get in 
their way. To callously reduce a young 
woman, already under enormous stress, 
to tears is monstrously cruel. What 
value do they attach to one fully grown 
human woman beside one egg and one 
ovum. There was a mediaeval witch
hunt quality to their actions which was 
frightening. It is quite conceivable to 
me that these people would resort to 
arson or assault, so reckless is their 
disregard for human life - when it’s 
adult and female.

Sandra Coney

One of the members, Ruthie Beagle
hole, had been a member of an Amer
ican collective called Lollipop Power 
which has already published several 
children’s books.
Both the Dunedin Collective for Women 
(in First Sex Second Sex) and the 
Council for Equal Pay and Opportunity’s 
Working Party on Sex-Role Stereo
typing in Infant Readers (in Run John 
Run, Look Janet Look) agreed that 
books used in schools to teach the 
basic intellectual skill of reading
(a) reinforce the traditional stereo
typic role images for males and females 
by presenting boys in active, independ
ent achieving roles, and girls as passive, 
docile and emotional, and
(b) discriminate against female children 
by teaching them to identify with a 
role image that limits their social, 
psychological and intellectual develop
ment.

Most children's books present a very 
limited perspective on adult life: mar
riage and child-rearing for women and 
a career for men. They also ignore



the fact that:
many mothers work outside the home, 
many fathers are nurturant, some fam
ilies have only one parent, some child
ren spend their days in child care 
centres, not all families are white and 
middle class.
For children whose behaviour or fam
ily life does not fit the accepted pat
terns, such books can be a constant 
reproach.

But KIDSARUS is not only concerned 
with the need to provide non-sexist 
school readers - they also want to re
place the picture books and children’s 
stories to be found in bookstores and 
libraries with good, non-sexist material. 
They want New Zealand children to 
have access to books which portray 
New Zealand life in its many variations 
without limiting the roles of the char
acters to a rigid or narrow set of im
ages.
KIDSARUS have laid down a basic 
set of criteria by which they will judge 
any scripts submitted to their collect
ive for publication. They are looking 
for scripts which deal with: 
roles of men and women, girls and 
boys in the family and in community 
life, future aspirations and expectat
ions (occupational goals) appropriate 
for children of both sexes, open 
expression of emotions by persons of 
both sexes, and play, make-believe, 
hobbies and conduct appropriate for 
girls and boys.
The scripts that KIDSARUS are look
ing for should do some of the follow
ing things (if not all at once!):
1. Support independence and initiative 
in children of both sexes.
2. Reaffirm each child’s sense of her/ 
his own worth.
3. Recognise the reality of children’s 
problems; show children working to 
cope with emotions, conflicts etc.
4. Depict a variety of family types 
and childcare situations: single (nuc
lear) families, one-parent families, 
‘extended’ families, foster families, 
day care centres etc.
5. Portray people from low-income 
groups and racial, ethnic and cultural 
minorities with dignity and respect.
6. Show alternatives to traditional 
standards of success and failure.
7. Reinforce constructive anti-author
itarian behaviour
8. Discourage the pointless violence 
and destructiveness of society reflected 
in activities like playing with guns, 
football etc.
9. Meet high standards of literacy and 
artistic excellence.

FINANCE
KIDSARUS is a non-profit organisation, 
and, initially at least, will not be able

typing in children’s books to schools 
and other interested groups.
2. They are compiling a bibliography 
(in conjunction with Non-Sexist Child
ren’s Books in Christchurch) of books 
available in New Zealand which meet 
some of the criteria with which they 
are concerned.
3. KIDSARUS will support other 
groups involved in research into child
ren’s sex discrimination in children’s 
books and Collective members are 
compiling blatant examples of sexism 
in widely-used books.

to pay authors or illustrators for their 
work. However, they haVe already had 
several offers of help from women who 
feel that the need for non-sexist child
ren’s reading matter is more important 
than remuneration.
KIDSARUS hopes that once they get 
going, donations and loans will enable 
them to donate their books to needy 
day care centres, libraries and schools. 
The collective plans to distribute its 
books by mail order, so that they can 
be sold at the lowest price possible.
FURTHER ACTIVITIES KIDSARUS, 20
1. Members of KIDSARUS Collective triex}d Street’ Wellington (Telephone: 
are available to talk about spv-roio eforor». Wellington 766-567).
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Rights to life or rights
for life?

The morality of abortion
Those on opposite sides of the fence on abortion are unable to 
see each other’s points of view. CHRISTINE DANN discusses 
why this is not surprising, since pro and anti views arise from 
different and irreconcileable philosophical standpoints.



Attitudes to abortion depend on attitudes to life. It 
seems to me that New Zealand society is divided into 
three groups at present - one which maintains that trad
itional Christian values are best, another which has a 
“ humanist”  set o f values, and the third, and probably 

.largest group, which has abandoned traditional Christian 
values w ithout replacing them with a consistent set o f 
alternatives such as humanism or rationalism. The battle 
over the right to abortion is waged chiefly between the 
first two groups, who both provide theoretical justifi
cations for their stands. The members o f the third group 
seem to choose sides according to personal experience, 
environment and teaching, rather than conscious moral 
deliberation.

What opposing attitudes do these two groups hold, which 
lead to their division on the issue o f abortion?
To both groups the nature o f human experience is o f 
vital concern, and both are aware that life includes a 
large amount o f pain mixed in with the pleasure. They 
differ in their attitudes to both pleasure and pain, but it 
is their different attitudes towards suffering which are 
crucial in this debate. I would summarise the difference 
by saying that the Christian religion is concerned with 
explaining and justifying suffering, whereas the humanist 
approach is to try and eliminate, or at least minimise, 
human suffering. These differences spring from their 
different interpretations o f the reason and goal o f life.
The Christian, believing in life after death, and an omni
present being who supervises the universe, has a promise 
o f rewards for present pains, and a reason for their 
existence. The humanist, on the other hand, has no 
future life to look forward to as a compensation and no 
reliance on supernatural forces while on earth. Obviously 
their attitudes to events on earth will differ. To the 
Christian suffering is part o f God’s scheme fo r the world. 
The existence o f life is more important than the exist
ence o f suffering. Every life contains a soul which must 
struggle through this “ vale o f tears”  to immortal bliss. 
Suicide is a sin. To the humanist, death may sometimes 
seem preferable to life in intolerable circumstances. 
Certainly the humanist orientation is. towards preventing 
or avoiding painful circumstances. Abortion presents a 
dilemma, for either woman or foetus (and sometimes 
both) will suffer, no matter what course o f action is 
taken. It  is a question o f degrees, and not o f absolutes.
Are the feelings o f the foetus or the woman to have 
first priority?

The Christian has his answer already - the suffering o f the 
woman must be subordinate to the life o f the foetus.
Life is sacred and precious and must not be thwarted or 
prevented in any way, not even, as in the extreme Roman 
Catholic case, by contraception. The humanist, however, 
has other values to consult and weigh. Unlike the 
Christian, he or she does not see man primarily in his 
relation to God, and secondarily in his relation to society, - 
but firstly and lastly in his relation to society. Unlimited 
human life is therefore not necessarily an absolute value.
The humanist must consider what chances potential and 
present lives have o f a happy, healthy and secure existence. 
Here, o f course, one must examine individual pregnancies to 
see what the future holds for woman and foetus. There 
are several instances in which the future seems grim for 
one, or both. These include death o f the woman, serious 
danger to the woman’s physical and/or mental health, 
and severe malformation o f the foetus. The pregnancy 
may be the result o f incest, or rape, or the woman may 
be above or below the desirable ages for childbearing.
There may be no father available to assist in the financial 
support and personal rearing o f the potential child - or 
there may be too many children already for parents to

Christians) has recognised that the abortion issue is’ a 
matter o f degree by sanctioning abortion in the first 
two circumstances mentioned above - yet they are not 
prepared to admit (or allow others to profess) that there 
may be other degrees in which abortion is the lesser evil.
Such a relative treatment o f human life is o f course 
unacceptable to anyone who believes that to destroy life 
is a sin in itself, regardless o f circumstance. There are 
very few such people, however. Richard Nixon, an avid 
anti-abortionist, ordered the destruction o f thousands o f 
American and Vietnamese lives. Presumably he believed 
that in some circumstances one was “ better dead than 
Red.”  Yet he was loath to allow American women sim
ilar control over American foetuses - "better dead than 
deformed” , or “ better dead than poor and fatherless” , 
fo r example. And as someone who seemed immune to 
the physical and mental anguish American bombing 
raids were inflicting on the Vietnamese, the sufferings 
o f American women faced with unwanted pregnancies 
were doubtless beyond his limited imagination.
Critics may point to the inconsistency o f humanists, 
who generally oppose war, favouring a more liberal 
approach to abortion. Far from being inconsistent, 
such a stand is based on a consistent opposition to gov
ernment interference, for in both cases the decision to 
ta'ke or preserve life should be an individual one, not 
one which is imposed upon citizens by the government



In the foregoing I have somewhat simplified the two 
positions, contrasting the “ ideal”  humanist and Christian 
beliefs. There are exceptions - humanists who believe 
human-life to be an absolute value, and Christians who. 
believe that there are “ humane” grounds for abortion.
For practical purposes, however, we can generalise about 
these differences in emphasis. What matters now is how 
these differences'are translated into concrete action.

THE POLITICS OF ABORTION
These two different attitudes to life and abortion are 
irreconcilable. Therefore what the abortion debate is 
about in the political arena is not which attitude is 
morally correct, but who shall have the right to decide 
which attitude is morally correct, and compel their 
fellow citizens to act accordingly. The political battle 
is not one o f principle, but o f expediency. In Commun
ist countries the humanist moral principle prevails, yet 
governments, still largely composed o f men, have shown 
a disconcerting tendency to waive this principle for 
reasons o f state e.g. a drop in the birthrate which reduces 
the supply o f workers and soldiers.
In the West the debate between Christian and humanist 
principles still rages. The two philosophies diverge once 
more on their attitudes towards decision-making. The 
humanist believes in free choice, in allowing everyone to 
make up their mind according to their own values, where - 
as Christians believe that people should support and 
profess the “ right”  values, i.e. those laid down by the 
Church.
Democracy, obviously, results from humanist rather than 
Christian tradition - the Catholic Church is still satisfied 
with government by an elite hierarchy rather than grass
roots decision-making.
Freedom o f political thought and action has always been 
a basic democratic right, and it  has been accompanied 
by a belief in personal freedom, except where this inter
feres with the rights of others or the good o f the State.
In the nineteenth century the battle for individual rel
igious freedom was finally won; in the twentieth cent
ury we are witnessing the battle for individual ethical 
freedom. I t  is such principles which politicians find hard 
to accept in the case o f abortion, confused as they are by 
the complexity o f the moral debate.

NEW ZEALAND POLITICIANS AND ABORTION

Whether we define democracy simply as the expression 
o f the will o f the majority, or more subtly as allowing 
for all forms o f expression o f will, except where these 
interfere with the basic rights o f others, it is obvious 
that either way New Zealand politicians are failing their 
responsibilities on controversial moral issues such as 
abortion. From recent public opinion polls we have 
learnt that a majority o f New Zealanders are in favour of 
some form o f liberalisation o f the present abortion laws, 
especially to allow for cases not presently covered by the 
law e.g. rape, incest and foetal deformity. Vet the law on 
the issue seems as far from change as ever, and Parlia- 
ment has eveh taken the retrograde step o f restricting its 
application by enforcing the closure of the Medical Aid 
Centre as an outpatient clinic.
In New Zealand we have a representative rather than a 
direct democracy. Most voters assume that their MPs 
will representthe views o f their electorate, preferably . 
by voting “ their”  way in the House. We can see that 
regardless o f whether the individual MP accepts, this 
interpretation or not, it  does happen in the majority o f 
cases, especially in matters of economic interest.
Farmers elect National MPs and workers elect Labour

MPs - both groups believe that these are the people who 
will represent their interests best. Our two major parties 
try to appeal to, and thus represent the views of, the 
largest number possible, in their efforts to get elected.
However, there are some areas in which our “ representatives 
reserve to themselves the right to ignore the wishes o f 
their supporters and make a personal decision. In doing 
so they move away from the “ simple majority”  definit
ion o f democracy towards the “ expression o f all wills”  
form - but not far enough. For only they, and not the 
citizens, are allowed free expression o f will. The decision 
arising from their freely expressed wills is then imposed 
upon the nation as law. /
The crucial areas are, o f course, the so-called “ moral”  
areas. On such issues Parliament declares a “ free”  or non- 
party vote. An observer o f the New Zealand political 
scene would be forced to conclude that New Zealand 
politicians are a very amoral lot, for there have only 
been three free votes in recent years. These were not 
over whether it  was moral for the producers and 
vendors o f a dangerous drug, alcohol, to make record 
profits; or whether it  is right that families should commonly 
have to pay half their income in rent or mortgage repay
ments; or whether it  was justifiable to allow foreign 
interests to exploit and despoil New Zealand’s natural 
resources. For such areas o f economic morality have 
been traditionally ignored by Church moralists (except 
usury, which they condoned long ago) despite the fact 
that they affect the wellbeing o f millions daily. No - the 
moral issues which our politicians have faced so squarely 
have been those o f life, death and sex. There have been 
free votes on capital punishment, abortion and homo
sexuality, moral issues which, important though they are 
affect only a m inority o f individuals. Nevertheless, these 
are the issues which have been deemed o f such national 
moral significance that normal Parliamentary procedures 
have been abandoned to decide them. '
The principle behind the free vote is that no-one should 
be force/d to lend support to  something which he or she 
finds morally repugnant Unfortunately, at present this 
right is granted only to Parliamentarians. And this is 
where the crux o f the matter lies. In controversial moral 
issues who has the right to decide what national policy 
will be? Does anyone, or even an elected somebody, .. 
have the right to decide that there shall be a national 
policy, when he listens only to his own conscience and 
not to the consciences o f those in the nation who 
elected him?
Our politicians have made their moral stand on abortion - 
and by refusing a liberalisation of the present law, they 
have thus prevented a substantial proportion o f citizens 
from exercising their moral choice. We have made 
provision for people who sincerely believe.that warfare 
is wrong, however repqgnant this may seem to more bell
igerent members o f the community. Why can we not 
allow the same moral leeway for those who are for and 
against abortion? No-one who believes that abortion 
is morally wrong will be forced to have one. Why can 
they not extend the same tolerance to those who believe 
that in some circumstances it  may be the correct action, 
and allow them to have or perform abortions? I f  the 
government finds practical reasons for encouraging or 
inhibiting abortions e.g. declining birthrate or excessive 
illegitimacy, let it do so by persuasive means, such as 
increasing family benefits or providing free contraception, 
rather than by direct coercion. In this way the interests 
o f the State could be safeguarded while allowing max
imum freedom o f individual conscience

No reasonable person (unlike the writers o f S.P.U.C
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The Christian religion is concerned with 
explaining and justifying suffering, whereas the 
humanist approach is to try and eliminate, or at 

lease minimise, human suffering.

propaganda) is suggesting that foetal life be totally dis
regarded, or sacrificed indiscriminately at any stage o f 
development (or especially, as SiP.U.C. propaganda 
likes to dwell on, at a later stage o f development). 
Rather, that unwanted or undesirable pregnancies be 
terminated as early as possible, with least trauma to 
woman and embryo. Within a few years operations 
may be unnecessary. The present “ morning after”  pill 
is too drastic in its effects for regular use, but work is 
currently underway on a pill which will inhibit the 
production o f the hormone progesterone, which is 
produced in larger quantities during pregnancy.
This will prevent the implantation o f the zygote, which 
will be passfed out, scarcely larger than an unfertilised 
egg, with the regular menses. The dividing line between 
contraception and abortion will thus have become very 
thin - so thin that many women may prefer the conven
ience o f a few pills per montn as necessary, rainer tnan a 
pill every day, although this may mean (with a fertile 
egg) abortion rather than contraception.

Right to life or rights for life? Your attitude will depend 
on your basic outlook on life. We’re not fighting over 
which attitude is right - we’re fighting over whether the 
“ right to life ”  attitude, the traditional Christian one, has 
the right to prevail over the newer alternative. Whether 
believers in absolute morality shall have the right to 
impose their absolute moral choice over those who dis
agree; or whether, in a democracy which respects indiv
idual will, there is room for tolerance and diversity on 
such contentious and irreconcilable moral issues.

Christine Dann

The photos on these pages were taken at the 
demonstration at the closing of the Auckland 
Medical Aid Centre on August 31.

Photos: Dianne Cadwallader
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International 
Women’s Film Festival

It is planned to hold in New Zealand this November, an 
International Women’s Film Festival, as part of the 
celebrations for I.W.Y. The festival is being organised 
by a group of women - The N.Z. Women’s Film Festival 

[ Inc. - brought together through their interest and involve
ment both with film and the women’s movement, assisted 
by a sizeable grant from the I.W. Y. Committee.
The films, all directed by women, have been collected 
from all over the world and concentrate on films dealing 
with the lives, triumphs and problems of women. They 

I will be exhibited in six major cities:
Auckland
Hamilton
Napier
Wellington
Christchurch
Dunedin

Oct 29 - Nov 4 
Nov 5 - Nov 6 
Nov 12 - Nov 13 
Nov 5 - Nov 11 
Nov 12 - Nov 16 
Nov 19 - Nov 23

The films provide an opportunity for women to view 
themselves through their own image. A festival of 
women’s film will enable us to perceive and receive our
selves on the outside from the inside, instead of having 
to have our insides looked at from the outside.

IWomen have been making films since 1897. In that year 
I Alice Guy Blache was developing the technique of fictional 
I film production. By 1910 she had formed her own prod
uc tion  company in America. The history of women’s I involvement in the cinema has always been closely linked 
[with the economic and social climate of the 20th Century.
In periods of women’s greatest struggles for emancipation, 

(from the turn of the century through the 1930’s, and 
|again in the 60’s and 70’s, there has been noticeable 
[peaks in the number of films made by women.

I The New Zealand Women’s Film'Festival Inc. will be 
I responsible for presenting the festival in N.Z. and assoc- 
I iated activities, to ensure that the festival is run solely 
by women and to secure any profits from the festival to 

I set up a fund for women in film in N.Z.

Committees of women are being formed in each centre, 
to assist with regional organisation and to help promote 

I the festival. Concurrent with the film screenings it is 
planned to hold screenings of video tapes including inter

views with women filmmakers, video tuition, child care, 
discussion workshops and special screenings of programmes 

I on women’s health and education.
If you are interested in helping with the festival, please 
contact:

Auckland: Robin Scholes, c/o Art History Dept, 
Auckland University, Phone 74-740
Hamilton: I.W.Y. Committee, P.O. Box 9581,
Hamilton North
Napier: Jenny Sala, P.O. Box 242, Hastings.
Wellington: Di Robson, P.O. Box 6671, Wellington. 
Phone: 849-476
Christchurch: Jackie Sullivan, 13 Onslow St, 
Christchurch.
Dunedin: Adrienne Martyn, 17 France St, Dunedin. 
Phone: 554-106 — — — ——

The feature films include
ANTONIA: A PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN Jill Godmil- 
ow and Judy Collins USA 1974
A documentary about 73 year old conductress Antonia . 
Brico. What the film shows, essentially, is a woman who 
was good eriough to conduct the Berlin Philharmonic 
Orchestra at 28, good enough to impress Arthur Ruben- 
stein and Bruno Walter, yet somehow not acceptable^ 
enough to have been offered a permanent conductor’s 
job she has always wanted.
It details the achievements and struggles that began for 
a child who was first taught the piano because she bit 
her nails, and continued for the seventy three year old 
who now leads a community orchestra in Denver. “I 
have five performances a year. I’m strong enough to 
have five a month. It’s like giving a starving person a 
piece of bread.”

THE OLYMPIAD Leni Riefenstahl Germany 1936 
‘The Olympiad’ records for posterity the Berlin Olympic 
games. The first half begins with a sequence in ancient 
Greece and glorifies both the architecture and the beauty 
of the body. It also records the performance of Jesse 
Owens, the 19 year old black American whose winning 
embarrassed and publicly disproved the Nazi claim of 
Aryan superiority. Some of her innovations in this film 
include slow motion to capture bodies in flight, and a 
sequence of swimmers from below. She made very 
imaginative use of sound mixing to complinient the shots: 
actually she was forced to because she was only allowed 
one sound camera inside the stadium. The jealous 
Goebbels, she claimed, attempted to have it forceably 
removed by some SS men, so she took standing guard 
over it herself until the games were concluded.

THE COOL WORLD Shirley Clarke USA 1963 
Based on the novel by Warren Miller, this is the study of 
an adolescent gang in Harlem.

SAMBIZANGA Sarah Maldorer Angola 1972

LOVE UNDER THE CRUCIFIX Kinuyo Takana Japan 
1966 ___________ _



Gillian Chaplin, first place winner in our photographic competition, is 27 and also in her final year at Elam. She was 
born in South Africa but has lived in New Zealand for 15 years. She has been taking photographs for the past four 
years.

She says about her work:

“ Previously I was more interested in landscape photography and static subjects in a way. This year, I ’ve consciously
tried to concentrate on people. But my photography is not candid 
photography. I was worried about the intrusion o f sneaking up on 
people to take photographs. A t present, I ’m more interested in por- 
trait-like studies o f people - women in particular. I prefer to 
establish a relationship with the person I am photographing. A ll the 
women I photograph, I am very close to. My photographs are a 
personal celebration o f my feeling for them.”

Gillian will continue with her photographic work when she leaves 
Elam but doesn’t intend doing it fo r a living. Our cover photo is 
also by Gillian.
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L inda  C
Linda Gair, the other first 
She became interested in f 
looking at what women p\ 
National Geographic Maga 
tramper she feels she woul 
on landscape photography

“ Photography can trad 
achieving first rank in pho 
which require exceptional 
feeling for form and beau 
these things.”



is a 20 year old 3rd year BFA student at Elam School o f Fine Arts in Auckland, 
rtiile at school and when she has finished at art school hopes to travel overseas 
re doing and at expedition photography. She admires the type o f photography in 
d like to start a magazine along those lines in New Zealand. As she is a keen 
tly f i t  to undertake arduous exploration assignments. Linda at present concentrates 
to say about the place o f women photographers:

hsidered a man’s preserve, but there is no reason why women cannot equal men in 
those involved it  is an art form, or a technique or a science, or all three: none o f 
ie r a premium must be placed on technical excellence, sensitivity o f approach, a 
easure o f patience and perserverence. Women do not take second place to men in
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Deborah Bagna
Deborah Bagnall o f Auckland was Very Highly Comm
ended in our photographic competition. Another of 
her photos appeared on the cover o f last month’s 
Broadsheet.
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Dorothy Jelicich M P
Over the last few years Hamilton East MP,
DOROTHY JELICICH has made a name for 

herself by standing up for feminist principles in 
Parliament when little other support was 

forthcoming. At present she’s campaigning to
hold her Hamilton seat in the face of strong 

opposition. Broadsheet visited her in Hamilton 
to find out more about her views on women and

politics.
Broadsheet: It is currently being argued that since wo
men constitute more than 50% of the population we ’ 
should make up at least 50% o f the Members o f parlia
ment How do you view a line which is blindly pro
woman w ithout any consideration for feminist philo
sophy ?
Jelicich : It  is a reasonable suggestion that 50% o f M P s 
should be women but I do not support the election of 
women just because they are women.
B/S One o f the effects o f I.W.Y. has been to cause 
some recognition throughout society that women are 
people, and feminism is becoming an in-thing. There are 
some women who consider themselves feminists, but 
who hold views which we consider to be anti-woman. 
These women accuse us o f not supporting them when 
the women’s movement talks in terms o f the need for 
mutual woman support.
D.J. I ran into trouble with WEL for precisely this 
reason. It is all very well highlighting the issues and 
looking at them from a feminist point o f view but po liti
cians should be representing a certain kind o f political 
philosophy while certainly incorporating a lo t o f issues 
that are going to help women. WEL stops short o f making 
a commitment. When the Tokoroa WEL invited me to 
their inaugural meeting, they wanted me on the platform 
with several other women. I said I am sorry I can’t do 
tha t I w ill do nothing to destroy the chances o f a fellow 
Labour candidate. For all his faults and failures he is a 
Labour candidate and generally speaking he is right be
hind most o f the issues I believe in. I am not going to do 
anything to jeopardize his chances just because another 
woman is standing. I think Marilyn Waring has a party 
that stands for all that I am against Why should I swing 
into line behind her just because she is a woman ?
B/S Many feminists claim there will never be'a com
plete feminist revolution w ithout many socialist changes. 
What is your opinion ?
D.J. There does need to be a radical restructuring of 
society. The Labour Party adheres to a philosophy which 
will allow more general distribution o f goods and money. 
The National Party talks about free enterprise. I call it 
the right to exploit. This is counter to the aims o f fem
inism.

I am my sister or brother’s keeper, and in simple

terms, have an obligation to make sure that i f  I am earn
ing a great deal more than I need, the taxation system 
will distribute that money.
B/S So you believe that being in the National Party 
and being a feminist are incompatible ?
D.J. Absolutely. The National Party has nothing to do 
with equality o f opportunity.
B/S Do you have any d ifficulty in fighting for your 
ideas on women’s rights and supporting your party line ? 
D.J. I often say I have never come into Parliament wav
ing a banner or been on marches, as i t ’s just not my style. 
But nevertheless I have had to explain to groups that 
are not pro^feminist that I have fast had to acquire a res
ponsibility for women’s issues because there are so few 
o f us women to stand up for women in parliament I f  we 
had more women in parliament we wouldn’t have so 
many women’s issues being focused on so few people.
Mary Batchelor is virtually the Lady Member for the 
South Island and I am the Lady Member for the North 
Island. Tirikatene-Sullivan’s portfolio limits her activities, 
but there has never been any question about her allegiance 
to women.
B/S Was the Select Committee’s Report as progressive 
as you’d hoped or did it  fall short in some areas ?
D.J. I thought it was remarkably good, when you con
sider the people on the committee.
B/S Do you consider the Report a good descriptive do
cument but one which will not cause the oesjgning of 
legislation which will have teeth to enforce anti-discrim
ination measures ?
D.J. All the Committee could do was make recommenda
tions and advise. We made strong recommendations but 
we also gave the government o f the day some wide options. 
We dearly established that there was a wide area o f dis
crimination on the grounds o f sex. However, Mary and I 
soon realised that it was important for at least one o f us 
to be present at all o f the deliberations, otherwise 
some interesting things would have got through.
B/S So you and Mary Batchelor had to act as watch
dogs. Doesn’t that suggest that if  you and she had been 
writing the Report on your own you would have come 
up with something much more radical. That in fact you 
had to provide the leftist balance to the more conserva
tive men ?
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D.J. Not necessarily, but possibly. The Report really 
resulted from the submissions. Let’s not take away the 
credit from the people who made the submissions. We 
summarised and evaluated them but they were respons
ible fo r the way we formed our opinions. The fact that 
theisubmissions were consistent was so impressive. There 

“ is obviously consensus o f opinion amongst women.

B/S There is not really. The women's movement wasn’t 
as broad based when the submissions were made as i t  is 
now as a result o f I.W.Y. A t that time there was a small 
group o f concerned people making submissions. Why was 
the Select Committee’s report thrown back to the reg
ional seminars which were made up o f women who were 
totally ignorant o f sexual discrimination in this society? 
This is not usual practice.
D.J. No. I.W.Y. provided a suitable vehicle fo r this to 
happen. I f  i t  had not been I.W.Y. there would not have 
been occasion fo r it  to happen.
B/S That’s one more reason why we don’t like I.W.Y. 
D.J. The regional seminars are not going to have much 
effect except to endorse the generally good reception 
we’ve already had to the report I am quite frankly not 
terribly impressed with the meetings held to discuss the 
Report, because nothing constructive has come out o f 
them.
B/S Then there was no reason to have the seminars 
except that i t  was I.W.Y.
D.J. Yes, they used i t  We were keen for the Report to 
come out at the United Women’s Convention so that the 
widest range o f women could have copies o f i t  available 
to them at that time. But the Committee ori Women 
seized on it  - they used i t

The unfortunate thing about I.W.Y. throughout 
N.Z. is that the middle-class blue rinse brigade have 
jumped on the bandwagon and then they’ll fade out
into the sunset...... ,
B/S Having done the damage ?????

D.J. That’s righ t But the important thing is that i t  is a 
Select Committee document and it  must be taken notice 
o f by successive governments. The government is not 
going to promise that everything in it will be done in the 
first 3 years because it can’t  be. Much o f it  w ill be an 
ongoing thing.
B/S So i t ’s really going to be up to the women who care 
about getting some o f the things implemented.
D.J. Exactly. I t ’s the constancy o f the organisation of 
your particular activities.
B/S What are your thoughts on the proposed mother’s 
wage ?
D.J. The woman who stays at home and raises a family 
is doing a worthwhile job, although hopefully she won’t 
immerse herself completely in just child raising.

I f  we are to raise the status o f a woman at home we’ve 
got to recognise that her job is in fact o f equal value to 
someone who takes up say teaching. I can’t really say 
there is any difference between the value o f a woman who 
raises the child and one who educates i t

Raising the status o f women has to be done through
out the whole o f society. The practicalities o f it  are that 
there are women who would really like to be paid a wage 
fo r looking after dependants. But i f  a wage is paid directly 
to women there is the risk that husbands will immediately 
cut back the housekeeping money. I f  we are going to  re
cognise the dependant minders’ role we need to do it  in 
an indirect way. It  may be that the way to do i t  is 
through the superannuation scheme. The Select Comm
ittee made a recommendation to this effect as an alterna
tive to the motherhood wage. We saw the practical d iffi
culties in the implementation o f a motherhood wage. We 
recommended an interdepartmental committee be set up 
to study the whole question. In the meantime, w ithout a 
lo t o f supporting facts, my opinion is that this is the best 
contribution we can make to non-earners so that they do 
have some continuity in the superannuation scheme.

B/S What about childcare ?
D.J. I t ’s another indirect supportive measure. We must 
provide supportive services so that women are able to 
make a choice.
B/S I would like to know what you mean when you talk 
about “ raising the status o f women” .
D.J. To raise the status o f women society needs to re
cognise women as being o f equal value throughout society. 
That means having economic status. We have to raise our 
economic status before men will look at us on an equal 
basis.
B/S There seem to be 3 ways o f looking at the question 
o f raising women’s status. First, to try to increase the 
status o f women you could give the roles women play 
now the sort o f status men ascribe to the things they do, 
or you could advise that women should get into the 
things men are doing so that instead o f the top o f the 
corporations being 2% female, there would be 50% 
female. Thirdly, we could say we don’t like the whole 
system. It has been devrsed by men and it  places the 
wrong values on the wrong things. We want to be out
side o f this and create a different system o f values. I 
wonder where you f i t  in ?
D.J. Well, I wouldn’t be too dogmatic about any o f 
them. When you look at the Equal Pay movement you 
see that although we have got Equal pay we still had to 
revert to a notional male rate in order to establish equal-
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Ity. We had to raise women up to the male rate. A t the 
same time i f  men go into a professional role where trad
itionally there has been a predominance o f women they 
feel downgraded. There has to be a radical «change o f 
attitudes. I t ’s a combination o f all three o f your proposals, 
3/S There is evidence that adjusting to be a good moth- 
pr and wife is not always conducive to women’s mental 
aealth. For example, that the relative isolation that most 
vomen find themselves with small children, tends to 
[;ause women to lose a lo t o f confidence in themselves, 
vlso the household tasks which many find monotonous, 

hpetitive and dissatisfying do nothing to enhance a wo- 
lan’s self esteem.

K io to  : Lorraine McArthur 
D.J. I think that the payment o f a wage will give 
women a choice. But I think most women who stay 
home and raise a family do so from choice.
B/S Do you think that the way we’re conditioned 
means that we find it  hard to get out o f it  unless we are 
particularly strong ?
D.J. Well, I was faced with a similar situation. I had 3 
children under 5. We went through a d ifficu lt economic 
period. My husband was working 7 days a week and I 
virtually had no adult company from him. I looked for 
an outside interest but with 3 children and no child care 
and no kindergarten I fe lt trapped. Then I found that 

, with a lit-M b it o f capital, a whole lo t o f borrowing and a
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lo t o f support from my mother and husband, I could go 
into business on my own. Being self employed I could 
dictate my own terms.

So I opened the first restaurant in Papatoetoe.
James was 2'/i and the other two children were at school. 
When the children finished school they could come 
straight up to the restaurant, to me. They were able to 
refer to their mother straight away. James was still hav
ing his afternoon nap so we made provision fo r that in 
the restaurant I had a lo t o f opposition from my hus
band in the beginning. He said that I had plenty to do, 
but I said I know I can do it  and develop an interest out
side the home. He said it  was alright as long as the child
ren didn’t suffer in any way. I couldn’t  have done it  
w ithout my mother. We became a 3 way partnership.

My husband used to knock o ff bricks and come 
back to the restaurant, scrub up and take over from me.
I would take the children home, feed them, put them to 
bed and go back to the restaurant It was an onerous 
arrangement but one which meant the children were 
never w ithout parents. You can do it i f  you want.

B/S But you did need a lo t o f co-operation from the 
people around you to do it. Women are at risk to the 
attitudes and wishes o f other people especially husbands 
and are powerless to go against their wishes i f  those peo
ple decide the women shall not do it.

D.J. I wanted to stay married so that i f  my husband had 
really objected I probably wouldn’t have done i t  But I 
pointed out to him that I would have been the laziest 
daley’s wife in Auckland. He said “ You can’t mix 
cement”  so that was out. I ’m not a person who’s very 
convinced by people who cry not fair because I ’ve found 
that with a reasonable amount o f enterprise you can do 
it.

B/S You didn’t, have a real choice either. You had to 
do something that fitted in with the children. Lots o f 
women would like to do things but can’t because it 
doesn’t f i t  in with the children.

D.J. But is there anything wrong with that ?

B/S I f  we are serious about men and women being equal 
then that means sharing the responsibility for children.

D.J. I believe that/women can have a choice. As I said 
before I don’t  believe in women crying not fair. There 
are alternatives. I f  the system is working against you then 
try to change the system. This is what I virtually did. I 
was bogged down with 3 children, I got myself involved 
in a business, but realised there were still many changes 
to be made and became consciously active in the Labour 
Party. That was my way of helping to change the system.

B/S What about the women who don’t  have the confid
ence and energy to go against the wishes o f the people 
around them ? «

D.J. But how much will they help themselves whatever 
you do for them ? The best thing we can do is to give

them an opportunity.
B/S No. A woman’s conditioning up to this point has 
been disadvantageous and as a result she has real feelings 
o f inferiority and an inability to achieve.

D.J. Now you’re getting down to a very fundamental 
quality most women lack and that’s confidence.

B/S We suggest that going along to a woman in subur- 
bia-and saying you should be doing something to help 
yourself is avoiding the issue to say the least

D.J. This is where supportive services become import
ant. We have to provide retraining facilities, and women 
must use these facilities. Women are going back into job 
retraining but they are retraining in the areas they left 
from. Women must bend their minds and try a new field.

B/S Do you get-enough support from women for your 
position in parliament for your stand on women’s issues ?

D.J. Yes, I get fairly good support. I was surprised when 
. I became elected at the number o f different women’s 
organisations who claimed me and Mary as their repre
sentatives. I am a political animal - the Labour Party is 
my religion. But there are women who can transcend 
political party attitude or philosophy and just vote for a 
woman. Some women demand everything they can from 
me and still go and vote tory. They’ll use me and some of 
them will support me. A t the same time you’ve got to 
accept support wherever i t  comes from.

B/S What tactics would you suggest to women who do 
not want to join the party system ? Tactics which might 
have an impact on the system.

D.J. They should join some form o f organisation.

B/S . What i f  you can’t  tolerate even the least conserva
tive groups ?

D.J. When I went out to,.Bombay, I was persuaded to 
join the C.W.I. because I was getting anti-social. I found 
I was learning more by joining them, than by staying 
away. Federated farmers’ wives are the bastion o f con
servatism but i f  i t ’s the only group you can join, well, 
join it. I wouldn’t  scrap the idea o f joining any group if  
it  is a means o f building up your confidence.

B/S What about active feminists who want to change the 
system but don’t want to stand for parliament <
D.J. Well, I don’t know that you can be effective. I 
think you’ve got to make a commitment to a party.
You can become another pressure group but that’s 
all. You don’t have any direct influence on policy.

Tne Circle,
P.O. Box 427,
Waterloo Quay,
Wellington.

New Zealand’s lesbian-feminist magazine. 
Send $4.50 for one year’s subscription.
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Women and Politics 
A Poor Relation?

“It seems to me that women boycott politics because they find 
its language and forms frivolous”.
RUTH BUTTERWORTH discusses the place of women in New 
Zealand politics.

>olitical life is a set of forms. The outcome of 
these forms is an increasingly complex series of 
regulations. The regulations bite deep into our 
ives. They profoundly effect personal and social 

behaviour.
beginning as a legislative extension of accepted 
dsdom, regulations eventually replace it by 

administrative process. The end product of this 
|s that any novel perception or burgeoning of 
lew forms of relationship and social behaviour 
^ends to be nipped in the frosty embrace of what 
Jew Zealanders fondly miscall “ bureaucracy” .

We do not, of course, have a bureaucracy in New 
Zealand. We have instead a numerous crowd of 
clerkly, frightened “ executive officers” who 
have been conditioned to cling to their ,rule books 
under the mistaken apprehension that their 
contents represent principles.
Neither women nor many o f the women’s organisations 
f i t  easily into this mould o f politics. The more traditional 
women’s organisations are often scorned for having been 
“ non-political” . Equally, many o f the more recent 
groupings can be said to be a-political. Which i$ to say 
they are non-conforming or inappropriate to the deep
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structure o f the regulated society.

What I believe is common to both these plaints is that 
women - for a variety o f reasons - tend to seek first, last 
and in between times practical solutions to objective 
problems.

The reasons for this are crucial because they stem from 
those very aspects o f “ the condition o f women”  problem 
which have attracted most political attention in western 
societies.

Women at home with children have to make more dec
isions, more often and under more stress than men in 
offices or on the factory floor. Women in low-status 
occupations or at home do not have access to clerical and 
research services. So the letters get forgotten and the 
submissions are not given to committees and commiss
ions. A point which Mira Szaszy made in her presidential 
address to the Maori Women’s Welfare Conference.

Women at home and at work are the conciliators, the 
go-betweens and the leading exponents of practical 
compromise.

The older, community-service type women’s organisations 
adopted a “ non-political”  clause,because they misunder
stood the scope and depth o f politics and because they 
did not want to be divided by party politics. But party 
is one o f the major forms o f political life. And gathering 
funds for, say, intellectually handicapped children is, 
w illy  nilly, a political activity.

I t  is as fatuous to say “ keep the handicapped out o f 
politics” as it  is to echo the great conservative cry about 
keeping sport, education, farming or anything else “ out” . 
The truism about the language o f politics being that o f 
priorities conceals the truth that politics is about the 
distribution o f the national income.
Moreover, the language o f politics was - and is - foreign 
to most women because o f their non-participation in 
formal political activity. That they do not so participate 
has been attributed too easily, I believe, to male pre
judice. I t  seems to me much more likely that women 
boycott politics because they find its language and 
forms frivolous

The flip  side o f the coin is, o f course, that political life 
has developed in this fashion because o f the absence o f 
women. Whilst the (male) theolpgians were arguing about 
the number o f angels likely to balance on the point o f a 
pin, their female counterparts were founding orders

which had the dual purpose o f securing to themselves 
their share o f the family inheritance and controlling 
this for their own benefit and that o f the community.

“The benevolent welfare 
state is, for most of its 

female clients, the 
malevolent state.”

The dowry o f the woman who married passed to her 
husband. That o f the woman who entered a convent 
remained with her community. In modern society this 
same approach peoples the social services with women. 
The point about the social services being that they are 
about wringing the maximum practical benefit out o f 
the minimal resources which are applied by the state.
But here, o f course, is the crunch po in t On the one 
hand, the resources are p itifu lly  inadequate and on the 
other hand even these must be dispensed according to the 
rule book. And whilst women and their children are 
what it  is mostly all about, they remain the objects of 
predominantly male-ordered “ benevolence” .

The benevolent welfare state is, for most o f its female 
clients, the malevolent state.

A series o f ostensibly disparate examples will serve to 
illustrate my point:

The abortion issue for starters. Social historians record 
the coincidence between abortion legislation and labour 
shortage in industrialising countries. They might also 
note the coincidence with the attempts o f the medicine 
men to get themselves organised into an exclusive 
brotherhood. Less emphasis is placed on this because 
social historians have not tumbled to the fact that 
abortion was a commonplace for females o f all classes. 
What women did to help each other out in semi-secret or 
disregarded societies was no more hazardous - fo the 
individual or to society - than any o f the procedures o f 
the striving sawbones and would-be monopolist physic
ians.

What follows from that little  example is that women 
have to fight the attitudes and consequences o f profess- 
ionalisation and specialisation.

Take housing finance next. Not the old cries about 
finance for women and male guarantors; but what the 
institutional attitudes towards housing finance have 
produced. Ticky-tacky boxes for single families, with a 
single mortgagee. Who decrees that people want to live 
exclusively in nuclear family units? Why, the finance
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e the rerun of Marilyn Monroe's 
us Stop". I have always been an 
mirer or her but have yet to see 
jre than one film ("Some Like it 
t") which wasn't patronising her 
ent. I had thought that "Bus 
op" was meant to be one of 
rilyn's best efforts but it was 

it-weight in the worst possible 
ty and mostly nauseating. Monroe 
s required to speak throughout in 
little cutsey-wutsey baby voice 
ich sounded as sugary and 

antile as Shirley Temple looked, 
e director appears tp have 
tructed her to "show your boobs 

much as possible and be 
G-Eyed". She excelled at both. 
The story concerns a cowboy 
on Murray) fresh from the ranch, 
in^' the big smoke. His friend 

14 him to get himself a gal — he 
sn't^had a girlfriend before and 
es about it in a way which is 
picted as naive and hilarious. His 
sophisticated courtship consists 
such little booboos as lassoing 
erie (Monroe) and dragging her 
the end of a rope onto a bus to 
back home with him and lifting 

r bodily over his shoulder to carry 
cave-man style off to a 

iacher to marry them, despite her 
tests. This behaviour is 
jsented as gauche — but then 

have to understand that he's a 
pie fellow and doesn't know any 

tter. After all he's only used to 
ndling cattle and hasn't cottoned 

to the fact that women need 
ndling a little more gently than 
it: only a little, though, — 
•men really like a man to be 
inly.
n fact to me his behaviour was 
ital and barbaric and couldn't be 
idoned by anyone with any 
ief in human dignity — yet we 
re expected to applaud and get 
wy eyed when Marilyn finally 
icumbed and said in her baby 
ce "I'd go anywhere on the 
h with you."

To cap the night off I watched 
anachek" which stars George 
apard as an insurance man 
estigating big claims. He is the 
rtotype super-hero: tough, cool, 
i irresistible to the ladies, 
amen just go up to him and say 
ngs like "Hello, stranger. If

you've got a little spare time while 
you're in Boston call me and I'll 
show you the sights'.' Nudge, 
nudge. And then slip him a little bit 
of folded up paper with their 
telephone numbers on.

That Saturday he was being as 
vicious and nasty and horrible as 
usual but was attracting a lot of 
attention from a young woman 
engineer. A woman engineer! A 
break-through? Not on your nelly.

These days there's a place in 
most TV programmes for a Cosmo 
sort of lady — glamorous, sexy, 
independent, though a softie 
underneath the sophisticated 
exterior, and intelligent. Her main 
function in the programme was to 
show us how super attractive 
Banachek is to women — that if 
you're super male, that is, 
aggressive, tough and full of 
initiative, you'll also be super 
successful with women. The fact 
that she was an engineer had more 
to do with the fact that it's 
fashionable to have so-called 
"liberated ladies" as sex objects on 
TV programmes than any concess
ion to the demand of women to 
depict women as effective whole 
human beings. Models and night
club singers are old hat — 
engineers and businesswomen are 
"in".

This is made very clear by such 
comments as the following: 
Banachek: "Unfortunately you've 
got a very logical mind, but 
fortunately you've got a very 
emotional body".

An intensive evening of TV 
viewing such as I subjected myself 
to, makes it clear how unfailingly 
TV insidiously preaches a reaction
ary adherence to the status quo. 
You can chose what you read, 
what films you see and be selective 
about what you expose your kids 
to. But not with TV. The medium is 
a bastion of conservatism and not 
just in its view of female roles. Male 
characters are just as stereotyped. 
TV more than any other medium is 
imbalanced in the way it gives so 
much programme time to violent 
acts ana scenes. Episodes of a sex
ual nature are rarely seen on TV, 
precisely because it is a mass 
medium and censorship is imposs

ible because of the wide age and 
attitude range of its potential 
audience. Violence has always been 
more respectable than two bodies 
together giving pleasure. So the 
male ethic that brutality is manly 
pours from the box in an 
unremitting stream of ugly scenes 
and programmes. The essential 
motive behind many TV prog
rammes seems to be to justify the 
right of the powerful to dominate 
the powerless.

Sandra Coney

Islslslslslslslilslslsls
A newscaster finished off the ten 

o'clock news with a quip about the 
news and made me very angry. The 
news was that too much soap and 
water might interfere with your sex 
life as it can erase the body smells 
that have to do with arousal of 
sexual desire. The newscaster 
quipped that however, even if the 
smell was right jf the woman didn't 
look right the man still probably 
wouldn't be interested.

So now you know why I was 
angry. Blanket assumption that it's 
the woman who's worrying about 
her attraction for the man and 
deeper thicker blanket assumption 
that it's only women who have to 
worry about attracting a mate. Men 
are men and women are dolls, sexy 
dolls at best. What about smelly 
guys, who might smell right and 
look awful or even be dull, boring 
people that you don't want to 
screw lest you die of boredom 
while you're about it.

Maybe I'm getting paranoid or 
maybe I'm getting a bit more 
conscious of discrimination or 
maybe there's just been even more 
about than usual in the last month, 
but, I knew the play about the 
Pankhursts had been written by a 
man without seeing the credits. A 
shame hef did the old stereotyping 
thing of making the one who 
stayed out of politics and public 
speaking the sympathetic one. I 
wonder if the man who wrote the 
play realised what he was doing? 
Whether it was unconscious or 
intended? I don't know which 
would be worse. It's very hard to 
change unconscious attitudes.

Joanne Edwards
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fronting up In the April issue we published a map showing the 
distribution of Broadsheet subscriptions around New 
Zealand. This month we are repeating the process and as 
you can see subs have risen considerably since then. With 
the demise of Eve, there are now only four home-grown 
women's magazines on the market: Thursday, Women's 
Weekly, Broadsheet and Circle. We hope this is indicative 
of the fact that women no longer see the need for the 
old fashion - cooking - knitting format. We also hope 
that Broadsheet will take over some of the market and 
to help us do that we need to know what appeals to you 
about Broadsheet. If you have a copy of the September 
issue please fill out the questionnaire and send it to us 
at P.O. Box 47261, Auckland. If you do not want to 
cut the magazine just write the answers on a piece of 
paper.

^ r i  (  :  r .

Herstory Press 
Liberation Book Shop 
Resistance Book Shop 
R & M Book Centre 
London Book Shop 
Pilot Books 
Embassy Books Ltd 
Foks Store 
Esquire Book Shop 
Soteros Ltd
Ghunzee Book & Toy Shop 
Kaydee Card Boutique 
N.O.W.





Send your contributions for the 

Hogwash pages to Broadsheet, 
P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.

mm m m
MARITAL SEX
/ hope this won't seem a silly problem when 
/  have so much to be grateful for, but /  can't 
get used to some aspects of sex in my marriage. 
M y problem is that /  feel like lovemaking every 
night, which my husband doesn't, and  /  cannot 
cope with the lonely feeling at night whqp / 
realise he is tired and does not want me.

/  am scared of making him feel inadequate, but 
what do I  do—lie awake feeling resentful, or 
make my seif be the first to say I'm  tired? It 
is hard to make yourself feel nothing for a 
lovable husband. The other thing which upsets 
me is the speed with which he can go to sleep 
when we have made love. I  want a little talk 
about it afterwards, but then /  hear him snoring I

CELIA

Desire for lovemaking is something which varies 
quite naturally in different individuals. Marriage 
is always a series of adjustments, and all the 
way along small changes are being made, small 
sacrifices achieved on one side or the other, tn 
this matter as in others.

I don't think you should either lie awake 
feeling resentful, or force yourself to pretend 
to be tired. Certainly don't try to make yourself 
feel nothing. Kiss him good night lovingly, 
and curl up to sleep knowing how fortunate 
you are to be beside a man who can make you 
feel as you do, and who will certainly be 
making love to you before long.

The speed with which husbands fall asleep is 
something which has vexed generations 
of women, but your husband's snores really 
aren't an insult to you I Try to reconcile yourself 
to the thought that this is, in fact, very normal 
masculine behaviour I

M AYBE SHE'S PRETTY 

BUT

WOULD YOU ELECT 

HER PRIME MINISTER?
I

The answer is nofuro lly no, so let's stop this nonsense 

obout the present o ffice holder. He m ay be a  pleasant 

m an but politics and leadership is not a charm  contest 

it's competence, not beauty that counts.

I his country's finances ore in o disastrous condition. NeW;

Zealand  is econom ically In a* state of c ris is  and the'Prim e 

M in ister appears b lithely to ignore it. Our nationol in 

debtedness is frightening but there is no belt tightening, 

m erely more and taore overseas loans ond more and more 

exfcuscs.

It is imperative every New Zealander wakes up to what is 

happening and c ritica l they vote for a change of Govern

ment in November.

Only Rob Muldoon con restore economic sanity  ond it is 

v ita l every New Zco landcr iccogniscs it.

OUT WITH THE FAILURE 

GOVERNMENT IN 

NOVEMBER



olronz
s collecting material for their submission to the Royal 
Commission. If you have ever been refused an abortion - 
eel you have been treated badly whilst seeking or having 
in abortion, or had to go overseas for a termination, then 
>lease help them in strictest of confidence to build up 
:ases for the submission. Ring Auckland 47-87174, or 
f3215. If people want to assist in a practical way e.g. 
clerical work, information stalls, fundraising, petitioning, 
elephoning, publicity, artwork, leafleting - let ALRANZ 
mow at P.O. Box 47169, Ponsonby, Auckland.

rope crisis centre
)ur aims and obiectives are :

To provide moral, emotional, medical and legal 
upport to all women who are the victims of rape, attempt- 
id rape and assault. This support is to be non- iiscrimina- 
ory on racial, religious or economic grounds and will be 
>f a continuing nature as long as the victim seeks and 
equires it.

yhat this means in practical terms is that we shall go t o 
ny victim when she calls us. We will give her moral and 
motional support in overcoming the psychological trauma 
f the rape. We shall take her to sympathetic doctors for 
recautions against the possibility of pregnancy and V.D.
ê shall also help her break the news to family/husband, 

r whatever. This we consider is important since overseas 
tuijlies and experience has indicated that men, especially, 
eem to react badly to the fact that “ their” woman has 
een “defiled”. If the woman should choose to prosecute, 
ye will accompany and support her through her inter- 
iews with the police and the medical examination, and 
ie subsequent court appearance.

2) To encourage women to use our services and to 
lake a study of the incidence and nature of sexual off- 
nces against women in N.Z. Also to study the social and 
igal attitudes towards the sexual victimisation of women 
y men and press for any changes that would free women 
:om sexual discrimination and control by men, with the 
elief that each individual woman has a right to control 
ver her own body and mind.

)ne of our major long term aims is to change the law on 
ape. Specifically, we would like to see the eiirr ’ iation of 
ie need for corrobaration of a rape (or other sex offence) 
ther than by the victim’s testimony. Why should it be 
iat the testimony of a victim of rape should be accorded 
>ss weight than the victim of any other crime ? For 
istance, a victim of a robbery only has to state that she 
ras robbed. This is considered enough for the police to 
ct. New York State has passed such a Law. They have 
Dund that, since the law has been in force, only 2% of 
11 rape reports were unfounded - the same as for other 
rimes. So much for the common belief that most rape 
omplaints are false.

(3) To raise public and professional awareness of the 
social implications of rape.

(4) To provide a rostered phone, a rostered court 
support group, and transport as facilities to achieve the 
above aims.

At present, we are at the stage of waiting for a phone 
from the P.O. We shall be using a “switch-over” device, 
which means .that women who are monitering the phone 
will not have to leave their homes (and beds) unless 
necessary.

The services that we see as necessary (and want to pro
vide) are ambitious in terms of womanpower. It will take 
a lot of our time to cover these services well, and, as yet 
we are only a fairly small group. Consequently, until we 
are financial enough to employ a fulltime councellor, we 
need as much support as we can get. This means not only 
money but your time. So if you want to do more than 
just read about Feminism, why not take action and join 
us.

We meet every WEDNESDAY at 7.30 p.m. at the 
WOMEN’S CENTRE.

women’s centre
125 Ponsonby Road, Auckland. Phone 764-755

The aims of the Centre when it began were
1. to bring together women interested in feminism
2. to provide a meeting place for feminist groups
3. to provide a voice for feminism in Auckland.

So what have we achieved ?
1. At the last meeting there were about 50 women. 
Some very good suggestions were made and a great deal 
of interest was shown. And we now have about 275 
women on the mailing list. And a lot of women have 
visited the Centre and have had a good talk with someone, 
or have been referred to a (reasonably) good doctor or 
lawyer, or have become involved with the Centre, or have 
joined one of the other feminist groups, or have done all 
or several of these things.

2. A number-of feminist groups are using the Centre 
as a place to meet - Halfway House, Womens National 
Abortion Action Campaign (WONAAC), Rape Crisis 
Centre and two consciousness-raising groups. The Rape 
Crisis Centre Group and the consciousness-raising group 
sprang directly from the Centre.

3. At last there is a place that women interested in 
feminism can contact if they want information about 
feminist political and social activity.

4. We are all beginning to know and trust and like 
other women.

Perhaps the Centre hasn’t achieved all the things that 
some of us might have hoped for. But are all the things
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we hoped for possible given our present physical space 
and the number of women with any noticable spare time? 
And the Centre has only been open for five months.

For the great things to happen, all of us need to learn 
things that are new and difficult for us.

that the Centre is ours and we all have responsibil
ity for it.
that we all have a right to take initiative in regard 
to the Centre.
that information we have as individuals that may 
be useful to other women and to the Centre should 
be public (not private) property. We could share 
information through the newsletter or the Centre 
noticeboards. Unless we have access to all the 
relevant information we cannot take initiative.

It will take a long time for all of us to learn to feel this 
way about our Centre. As women we have learned to 
work under direction (not take responsibility). We have 
learned that we don’t have rights (not even the right to 
use public streets without being harassed). We have been 
conditioned to make coffee not policy. The Centre is 
our chance to learn to change.

Roster
The new roster hours are :
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday -10 am to 4 pm 
Sunday - 1 pm to 4 pm

Meetings
As we mentioned in our last newsletter there will be two 
(general) meetings a month. They will be held on the 1st 
and 3rd Tuesday of every month at 7.30 pm.

Wairoa
WAIROA: In Wairoa we have formed an International 
Women’s Year Committee, a very small but enthusiastic 
group. Our first project was to open a Women’s Centre 
and now after 2Vz months we have premises, rent-free 
thanks to the generosity of Greater Wairoa (a men’s 
group), and are opening on September 27th. Basically 
the centre will be a place for women to meet, wait for 
buses in comfort, make a cup of tea etc. We are luclfy 
in that there is a playground adjacent to the rooms but 
as it is on the river bank we will be erecting a fence.
Lesley Piaggi, 110 Apatu St, Wairoa, H.B.
Phone: 6283

kid’s books
CHRISTCHURCH
NON-SEXIST CHILDREN’S BOOKS '

is a monthly newsletter reviewing children’s books for all 
ages and commenting on the extent to which the story 
and illustrations of the book follow traditional sex roles. 
As the newsletter will consist of a couple of duplicated 
sheets, we are only charging 2 cents a copy - 60 cents to 
cover postage as well, for one year’s subscription. Speci- 
man copy sent free if you send a stamped addressed 
envelope. From time to time we will also publish articles 
discussing attempt by parents to overcome the traditional 
sex roles. These will be issued free to all subscribers and 
donations requested to cover costs. Send to 7 l Mansfield 
St., Christchurch.

now
Christchurch branch of NOW has set up a subcommittee 
to investigate contraceptive failure and attitudes of men, 
women and doctors towards contraception.
If sny women have personal experience of contraceptive 
difficulties (either availability or reliability), or know of 
suitable research relevant to this inquiry, please contact 
Barbara Smith C/o NOW, P.O. Box 2720, Christchurch. 
Phone 841-728. The results of this investigation will be 
submitted to the Royal Commission on Contraception, 
Sterilization and Abortion.

iwy
The International Women’s Year Committee wants to 
bring recognition to especially noteworthy women in 
New Zealand. If you know of women who have provided 
or are providing long and valuable service to the comm
unity please notify Ms R. Noonan, International Women’s 
Year Organiser, c/o Cabinet Office, Parliament Buildings, 
Wellington. Also send in any suggestions of ways to 
draw attention to such women; for example newspaper 
articles, TV programmes.

September 13th, 1975.

A meeting was held in the Cancer Society rooms at 7 l 
Gillies Avenue of interested persons whose aim was the 
definition and establishment of a Visitor’s Service for 
Mastectomy Patients. Chairman is Dr. Frank Rutter; an 
advisory committee of fully recovered mastectomy pat
ients will be set up; mastectomy patients will be visited 
in hospital by women who have been through it and who 
will have been trained by Maureen Roberts, a long-time 
campaigner for this kind of service. The program should 
be in operation in about a month in Auckland hospitals. 
A booklet of advice and information to mastectomy 
patients is being printed by the Cancer Society to com
pliment the visitor’s service.

NEW LESBIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY ANNOUNCED ! !

The Ladder has just issued the 1975 edition of The 
Lesbian in Literature, first since 1967, with about 2500 
entries included (96 pages) and all of the trash entries 
from the first edition deleted. The bibliography is partly 
annotated for easy usage and carefully coded to assist 
the reader in finding titles of interest. Cost is $10.00. 
Bookstores write for discount rates. (Note: Orders of 10 
or more have 40% discount.) Make your check payable t 
The Ladder and send to P.O. Box 5025, Washington 
Station, Reno, Nevada 89503, U.S.A.

The Naiad Press announces the publication of Tottie by 
Sarah Aldridge, author of The Latecomer. Tottie is abou 
a lesbian love affair set in the world of the 1960’s, drugs, 
dissent and drama and the attendant traumas affecting 
the young of those days. Doomcasters beware, it is a 
happy novel and you won’t like it ! Available from The 
Ladder for $4.50 plus 25c postage. Bookstores ordering 
5 or more copies and prepaying the order receive 30% 
discount. Order from The Ladder, P.O. Box 5025, 
Washington Station, Reno, Nevada 89503, U.S.A.

Foreign orders add $2.00 FPR shipping. Payment in U.S 
funds must accompany order.
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BROADSHEET SPECIAL 
ritings of the women’s movement

$ 1

UDITH exploitation

OAN SIMMONS breast cancer

OBIN MORGAN lesbianism & feminism

O FREEMAN the tyranny of structurelessness

EE COMER the economics of the nuclear family

EVERLY FISHER put your money where your
movement is

roadsheet
lease send me
he following:
uantity Price

Subscription at $4
Overseas subscrip tions $US6

Gift subscriptions 
at $4 for:

the Broadsheet 
Special at $1..............

the 1973 Convention 

book at $1-50..........

BA C K ISSUES
Set of five pre-1975 for $1.00 (3 new format and 
2 old format).

All 1975 back issues are 40c each.

Complete set of all available back issues $5.00

your name 

address......

Send this form to:
48 st andrews rd Auckland 3




